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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The junior college has become an integral part or the 
great American system or higher education, tor it oftera a 
virtually unlimited learning opportunity tor the many people 
who, tor some reason, are unable or do not desire to attend 
a tour-year colle~e. Since my interests are 1n speech edu- 
cation, a subject which has been ot importance on the American 
educational acene tor many years, and since the popularity 
ot the junior college is a relatively new occurrence, my 
own curiosity concerning the status ot speech in the junior 
college became the impetus tor the present study. 
Tyrus H1llway, in his recent textbook entitled The - American Two-Year College, statesa 
The two-year college has frequently been called the tasteat growing institution or learning in the whole history ot American education. The facts ot its growth are, indeed, rather impressive. 
He later reports the findings or c. c. Colvert regarding this 
phenomenal growth when he sayas 
At the beginning or the twentieth century, there were only eight known junior colleges With a combined enrollment ot fewer than a hundred students. By 
1 Tyrus H1llway, The American Two-Year College, Harper and Brothers Publisher~ 1958, p. 14. 
1 
2 
mid-century the number or such 1natitut1ons 1n the continental United States had risen to 621, and the combined enrollment or 557,663 students.2 
In the titth edition ot American Junior Colleges, Edmund 
J. Oleazer, Jr., the editor, saysa 
One student in every tour beginning his program 
ot higher education in 1959 in the United States enrolled in a Junior college. In some parts or the country the proportion was much greater •••• In several states such as New York, Michigan, M1ss1ss1pp1, ca11rorn1a, and others, there ia a reasonable expecta· tion that within a few years at least halt ot the be- ginning students will go to Junior and community collegea.3 
Hillway reports that the average student body in the publicly 
controlled two-year institution was 240 students in 1930, in 
1955 1t was 1,861.4 
The tremendous growth ot the private Junior college has 
tapered ott in the last titteen years, but, according to 
Hillway and the yearly Junior college directories, t~c nt~ber 
ot public Junior colleges has continued to rise. In 1938 
there were 243 public junior colleges in th1rty•tive ot the 
continental United States,5 in 1949 there were 325 public 
2 Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
3 Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr., Editor, American Junior Colleges, Firth Edition, American Council on Education, 1960, 
p. 3. 
4 Hillway, .22.:. .ill.:_, p. 19. 
5 Doak S. cam:pbell, Editor, "Directory or the Junior College, 1938,• !!!!_Junior College Journal, VIII, 4, January,1938, 
p. 209. 
3 
6 Junior colleges in thirty-nine states, and in 1959 there 
were 377 public Junior colleges 1n thirty-nine states.7 This 
represents an increase or 145 public Junior colleges in the 
past twenty years. Since the growth or the public Junior 
college exceeds that or the private junior college, and in order 
to limit the scope or this study, the present survey concerns 
only the public Junior colleges ot the continental United 
States. 
Viewing the growth ot these institutions an interesting 
question ar1sesa has speech education, a vital 1nstrmnent in 
insuring our democratic way ot lite, grown along with the 
public Junior colleges ot America? As early as 1937, the 
importance ot epeech to the Junior college student was recog- 
nized by Ellen Claire Couch who wrote an article tor.!!:!!.. 
Junior College Journal entitled "Speech in the Junior College.• 
In her article she quotes a man who she says was a well- 
known psychologist, Mr. Charles W. Lomas, then ot the Uni- 
versity of Pittsburgh, who saids 
•No field of education deals more directly with 
the organ1am in action than the t1eld or speech. 
The intimate relationship between speech and personality has long been recognized.• 
6 Jesse P.:Bogue, Editor, •Junior College Directory 1949,• !!!!, Junior College Journal, XIX, 5, January, p. 2~3. 
7 Edmund J. Qleazer, Jr., Editor, Junior College Directory, 
,!2221 American Association of Junior Colleges, 1959, p. j. 
4 
Miss Couch goes on to say: 
But we do not need anyone to tell us that speech is an essential human act1v1t1. It 1s not a natural gift but a complex means ot communication based upon 
arts and skills that r.rust be taught. 
our a1m (the aim ot the junior college speech 
teachei;!) is to contribute to the growth or the indi- 
vidual giving skills, attitudes, and appreo1ati§n as will make him a construot1ve member or society. 
PROBLEM 
It is the purpose of this study to survey the speeoh9 
programs or the publ1o Junior colleges or the continental 
United States. The problem is twofolds (l) to determine the 
status or both curricular and co-curricular speech in the 
public junior college, and (2) to show, where possible, any 
growth which has taken plaoe in the Junior college speech 
program in the past thirty years. 
In studying this problem 1t is necessary to define here 
the two names used by the American two-year colleges. Some 
schools are called Junior colleges and some are known as 
community colleges. The junior college, according to a report 
of the Committee on Standards of the American Association of 
Junior Colleges, adopted in 1925, and quoted by Hillwaya 
8 Ellen Claire Couch, "Speech in the Junior College," The Junior College Journal, VII, 3, (Deoember, 1934), pp. 
1'39'-l~o. 
9 The term "speech" as used in this study, unless other- 
wise 1nd1oated, inoludes all of the areas of epeeoh education aa follows: fundamentals, voice science, oral interpretation, public speaking, public address, debate and d1souss1on, drama, 
radio and '!V, and speech correction. 
5 
• ••• is an institution offering two years or 
1nstruot1on or strictly collegiate grade. The cur- riculum may 1nolude those courses usually ottered in the first two years of the four year college; in which oase these courses must be 1dent1cal, 1n 
scope and thoroughness, with corresponding courses 
ot the standard four year aollege. t 10 
The community college, also an institution of higher learning, 
is as H1llway says, 
••• aimed at serving the educational needs ot a 
particular commun1ty, ••• 1t is prevailingly a two- year college, ••• it of'ters in its curr1cUlum various programs which prepare students to enter different vocationa.11 
The ter4ll Junior college has become, however, an inclusive 
term ror both junior colleges and community colleges, and will 
be used as such in this study. 
PROCEDURE 
In order to survey the speech programs or the public 
Junior colleges,related literature was read. The Junior 
College Directory, .!222, was examined, and the names or 330 
public Junior colleges and their administrators in thirty- 
nine or the continental United States were round. This ex- 
cluded University two-year extension branches except in the 
states where there were no other Junior colleges. There are 
no public junior colleges in Conneot1out, Delaware, Hawa11, 
10 8 Hillway, ~ ~, pp. 7- • 
11 Ibid., p. 6. 
6 
Louisiana, Nevada, Hew I-bmpshire, South Carolina, South Dakota, 
Rhode Island. Tennessee or Ven:iont. Double postcards were 
sent to the administrators or the 330 public junior colleges. 
The postcardB requested the name and address ot a speech in• 
struotor or administrator, the total enrollment ot the college, 
a college catalog listing course offerings, and an answer as 
to whether the college offered any speech courses. A repro- 
duction or the double postcard can be found in the appendix. 
or the 330 postcards sent, 249 were returned from thirty-eight 
atntes. Two hundred thirty-seven or 95.2 per cent of those 
poatcardo ntated that the junior college had some speech 
education. 
Eleven or the 249 schools ottered no speech instruction, 
and one school had been discontinued. or the eleven colleges 
which have no speech courses, S1x have an enrollment ot less 
than 100 students, one has 200 students, one ha.a 400 students, 
one has 939 students, and two ot the schools did not report 
'lleir enrollments. 
One hundred sixty-nine, or 67.9 per cent, of the colleges 
which returned postcards also eent college catalog3. The 
catalogs were U3ed for reference work throu3hout the research. 
So that the neoessary information could be obtained, 1t 
was deoided to construot a questionnaire to be sent to the 
public junior colleges. A study was r.~de or the quast1onna1re 
7 
used by Wayne Odell Fox at the University or Colorado in 
1949 for his survey or the speech programs in the Western 
junior colleges. Prior to his study, Fox•s questionnaire 
was caref'ul.ly prepared by him and his faculty advisors in 
the tollow1ng manner: 
These advisors insisted that the questionnaire be organized into d1v1aions relating to the various aspects about which 1nrormat1on was desired. They reasoned that this would make the torm easier to complete and enable the author to translate the re- turns more easily. These faculty members also aided in the rewording ot questions in an ettort to reduce the possibility or contusing or misleading the people asked to complete the ronn. 
In compliance with these suggestions the ques- tionnaire was organized into seven unites general 1ntormat1on, philosophy and organization, course otte~1nga, materials and equipment used in speech, special services, faculty and co-curricular apeech activities. Several or the revised torms were sub- mitted to the instructor ot a graduate courae in methods 
ot educational research. Thia faculty member and some members ot his class etudied the questionnaire and ottered suggestions as to how 1t could be im- proved. Criticisms of this group, particularly thoee 
ot the inatruator, were considered and appropriate changes made 1n the form before it was finally adopted and printed to send to the Junior colleges chosen ror this study.la 
Because Fox•s questionnaire seemed complete and adequately 
tested, it was decided to formulate a questionnaire that was 
similar to Fox's study for this survey. Fox's results showed 
, lt Wayne Odell Fox, The Status ot Sl?Hech in Western 
Junior Colleges, Un1vers1~ot colori'Qo, .A. tliesis, 1949, pp. 7-8. 
8 
that a few minor revisions needed to be made in the question- 
naire betore using it tor the present study. These changes 
along with the omission or the quest1one concerning the 
college ph11oeophy ot speech education, were made. The 
questionnaire wae then submitted to. two apeech racultr.members 
with experience in torming questionnaires. Atter being 
approved, the questionnaire was printed and sent to two 
hundred th1rty•s1X speech instructors or administrators 
Whose names appeared on the postcards sent previously. A 
reproduction ot the questionnaire mar be tound 1n the 
append1x. 
Questionnaires were returned by 121 collegesJ 110 were 
used in making thia atUdy. Ot the eleven not used, t1ve, 
not1ty1ng me that the colleges had been converted into tour- 
year schools, were received. Six arrived too late to be 
considered. Separate charts were prepared tor recording the 
data tor each ot the seven categories ot 1ntormat1on. Each 
chart provided space tor the comparison or the data with 
both school size and the obJect1vea ot junior college educa- 
tion. School size wae determined by the number ot regular 
tull-t1me students enrolled in the colleges. 
Arbitrarily, the achool size was separated into the 
following seven oategoriesa (1) Oto 150, (2) 151 to 300, 
(3) 301 to 500,· (4) 501 to 750, · (5) 751 to 1000, (6) 1001 to 
1500, (7) over 1500. 
9 
The questionnaire asked that the objectives tor the 
Junior college be listed in the order in wh1c h they were 
stressed in each college. The objectives ot Junior college 
education listed by the questionnaire ~ere the same as those 
used by Fox, as they seemed the most all-1nclus1ve or any 
used by the various authors which have written ab~ut the 
Junior college. These objectives, area (1) tcrt:i1nal educa- 
tion, (2) college preparation, (3) general education, (4) 
vocational education. In tabulating the questionnaires, it 
was round that several colleges stress all or all but one 
or the above objectives, therefore, a suitable category was 
established for these colleges on the tables ot comparison. 
There were also some schools which stressed college prepara- 
tion and terminal education equally, a category was also made 
tor this classification. One additional grouping was made 
sinoe some schools said that their obJective was to parallel 
college courses. This makes a total or eeven categories 
used for comparing the data to the obJectives of the Junior 
colleges. 
Where it was meaningful, percentages, means, medians, 
and modes were also computed. Some comparison of the data 
tound by this survey to that or previous studies was made to 
see 1r there was growth in the Junior college speech program. 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Since 1931 there have been only four studies or national 
scope made which deal directly with the Junior college speech 
program, the last suoh study being done in 1943. One survey 
ot a more limited nature was round which covers the speech 
curricula ot the schools in a specific geographical area. 
Ot the seven studies or junior college speech offerings 1n 
particular states, three were completed before 1950, and tour 
since 1950. In addition to these, a study was conducted 
concerning one special phase of speech education in the 
Junior college. Only eleven articles, which discuss some 
ot the problems with which Junior college speech instructors 
are raced, are printed in professional speech and Junior. 
college journals, and all but tour ot these were written 
before 1950. There is, therefore, a definite dearth of 
spec1f1o information which has been published about the 
junior college speech curricula, especially in the last 
decade. Brief sunmiaries of the aforementioned studies or 
speech in the junior college and two articles ot special 
interest will be presented in thia chapter insofar as they 
apply to th1a study. 
The earliest national survey waa made in 1931 by 
10 
11 
J. Richard Bietry who sent questionnaires to 154 Junior 
colleges 1n twenty-six'states and received answers from 
eighty-eight schools 1n nineteen states. H1a'queat1onna1re 
requested 1ntormation relative to the 81.mS or speech train- 
ing, departmental organization, curr1cular'orfer1ngs, co.;. 
curricular activities, and the limitations and d1tf1cult1ea 
in administering.speech programs. 'l'he following is a 
uelective summary ot his findings~ 
Concerning the status or speech otfer1nga, he found that 
seventeen colleges had separate speech departments, sixty• 
seven colleges ottered curricular epeeoh, sixteen colleges 
ottered only co-curricular speech, and eight schools ottered 
no speech work. 
His survey ot the number or faculty members in the 
elghty•eight Junior coileges revealed that eight schools had 
one tull-time speech instructor, tour nad one tull-time and 
one part-time 1nstrliotor, tour had two tull•time and 'one 
part-time 1natruotor, one had two tull•time and two part-time 
instructors, one had three full-time and two part-time 
instructors, nine had two part-time 1natruotors, thirty-six 
had two part-time instructors, and seven had one part•time 
instructor. Among the faculty membera in speech the academic 
degrees reported weres wLess than M.A.--s,•1 fifty-six 
1 J. Richard Bietry, "The Junior College in Relation to Speech Education,• The Quarterll Journal ot Speech, XVIII, 2, April, 1931, p. ~. --- 
12 
M.A. degrees, and one Ph.D. degree. 
Bietey cataloged ~he speech courses _a.long with class 
enrollment and the average amount ot se~ester credit hours 
ottered in eaoh cour3e. He reported.that twenty-six schools 
. . 
provided a general foundations course in speech, and the . . ' . . 
class enrollmen~ range,d trom tour.to thirty-nix, whereas the 
average enrollment was.20.6. Th~ average amount or setlester 
credit hours in the general foundations course was 3.2. Four 
schools ottered public speaking courses, and the olasa en- 
roll.Jr~nt ranged trom twenty to thirty•tive, whereas the 
average enrollment was 20.3. The average amount or zsemester 
credit hours in public speaking was 2.7. Seventeen schools 
ottered argumentation cot.U'Ses, and the class enrollment 
ranged from six to thirty, whereas the average enrollment 
was 13.6. Th$ average amount ot semeeter credit hours was 
2.5. In thirteen schools thirty-tour oral interpretation 
courses were ottered and the average class size was seven- 
teen. The average amount or semester credit hours ot oral 
interpretation was 3.3. various junior colleges also had 
courses in voice and diction, pantomime, make-up, stage- 
craft, stage lighting, parliamentary procedure, one-act plays, 
story telling, play writing, play directing, and voice 
training. 
13 
Dietry•s study listed many l1L11tat1ons and d1tf1culties 
1n administering the speech programs. Ot these, the most 
frequent were the absence of standards for junior colleges, 
a crowded curriculum of students, the pressure or co-curricular 
activities on the student and instructors, an insufficient 
budeet, and pressure of outside employment. Other weaknesses 
and d1ft1cult1es were conflicts 1n the use er the stage, 
the accred1t1nG standards of un1vers1t1ee, too heavy teach- 
ing load, the combining or h1gh nchool teaching with Junior 
college teaching, inadequate teach1nc start, limited equip- 
ment, and a lack or assistance rrom the National Speech 
Aesoc1at1on. 
Re~ard1ng co-curricular ~ct1v1t1es, D1etry round that 
thirty-five colleges had both dramat1ce and debate, nineteen 
oollegee had dramatics only and eleven colleges ottered debate 
only. 
His conclusions and reconunendat1ons ares (1) the aim ot 
epeech training in the Junior college should be definitely 
stated, 1n the light of the purposes ot the collegesJ (2) a 
def1n1t1on or the proper field or junior college speech as 
d1at1ngu1ehed from that or the high achool and the lower 
d1v1e1on or the tour year college is needed; (3) there should 
be a atudy or the requirements or and the standards for a 
beg1nnln~ course 1n epeech or college rank which will take 
14 
care or beginning students without going back to and using 
high school material; (4) the Junior colleges need a uniform 
group ot courses in speech with unifom hours ot credit'\ 
givenJ (5) an entrance test in speech with a general cor- 
rective class to be required ot all stUdents who fail in it 
is advisableJ (6) a study or the texts now in use in.Junior 
colleges ehould be made, accompanied by a recomcendation ot 
suitable books to useJ (7) speech should be offered in a 
separate collegiate departmentJ (8) a special effort on the 
part of the National Association or Teachers of Speech should 
be made to recognize Junior colleges as an essential part or 
the educational system by creating a department or Junior 
colleges similar to the secondary school department.2 
The second, and most comprehensive study or national 
scope, was made in 1936 under the direction or the Works 
Progress Administration or Oklahoma under the supervision ot 
Sylvia D. Mariner. A questionnaire was sent to 518 junior 
colleges out or which 161 answers were received. The ques- 
tionnaire was sent for the purpose or formulating a basis 
for the organization of a speech program tor the junior 
colleges or Otlahoma. A review otthese 161 answers, accord- 
ing to Mariner, reveals thats 
2 Ibid., pp. 202-216. 
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Speech activities are outstanding in a large 
number ot Junior colleges ••• there is a growing con- sciousness on the part or speech teachers and 
administrative ott1c1als that greater emphasis shoUld be placed on speech activities, and that it should be 3 given as a part ot the regular curriculum with credit. 
The following is a selective summary ot the results ot 
Mariner•s survey. 
The results or the questionnaire showed that out ot 161 
colleges, 105 Junior college speech instructors had an A.B. 
degree or its equivalent, 101 had M.A. degrees, and two had 
Ph.D. degrees. The teaching load or speech teachers ranged 
from one to thirty hours. In 107 colleges the speech 
teachers had a total ot 5,187 speech atUdents in their 
classes. The average number ot students per teacher waa 
fifty. 
The coursee ottered, in order or their frequency, were 
principles or fundamentals of speech, public speaking, 
dramatics, argumentation and debate, oral English, voice and 
diction, extemporaneous speaking, stagecraft, scenery, design 
and lighting, history or the theatre, and stage production. 
A tew colleges provided courses in choral speaking, remedial 
speech, public address and parliamentary practice. 
3 Sylvia D. Mariner, Speech Eduoat1on Elementary and Seconda!I Schoole and Junior coileges or oRlahoma, WorkS-- 
Progress Aailiinlafrilion or Oklahoma Speech Survey ProJect s-44, 1936, p. 30. 
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Mariner found that speech classes ranged in size from 
titteen to e1ght1•five. Speech instruction was organized 
as a separate department in rorty-t1ve colleges, as a part 
or the En~l1sh department in ninety-six eollegee, as a part 
of the dramatics department in tour colleges, and as part 
ot the psyoholog1 department in one college. Only eight 
colleges ottered no speech work. In forty colleges two 
semester hours or speech uer$ required tor graduation, while 
in 117 colleges no epeech work waa requ1red. At that time 
eighty-six schools reported that they had only one speech 
teacher, twenty-four had two teachers and others reported 
from three to eight teachers who devoted their tull-t1me to 
the teaching of speech. 
Mariner•a study showed that either two or three semester 
hours credit was given in fundamentals or speech in almost all 
or the colleges, nineteen colleges ottered from one to tour 
hours credit 1n extemporaneous speaking, two and three semester 
hours credit was given 1n oratory, and a range rroa one to 
six credit hours was provided 1n nrgurnentation and debate. 
Only three college3 indicated radio speech as n classroom 
course. No college reported a course in speech pathology, 
but in some instances speech correction was streseed 1n the 
course in fundamentals. 
Forty-six colleges replied that they eponscred oo- 
curricular speech events which 1noluded debates in twenty-three 
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colleges, dramatics 1n titteen, oratory in fourteen, ex- 
temporaneous speaking 1n eleven, contests or tournaments in 
eight, interpretative reading 1n three, declamations in two, 
and speech test1va·1s 1n two. Forty-two colleges reported an 
intra-mural program or speech activities while rorty-su 
reported no such programs. The total enrollment 1n these 
events showed one-act plays to be the'moat popular activity, 
and.debate to be the second most popular. A total or 300 
plays was produce·d yearly. One hundred n1netr-e1ght or these 
were one-act plays and 102 were long plays. Eighteen colleges 
gave radio programs as a co-curricular activity. The co- 
curr1cular programs were financed by receipts trom plays, a 
student fee, a general appropriation, the general activity 
.tund, the student couno11, donations, and a variety or other 
sources. 
Lack of time and money appeared to be the outstanding 
reasons tor the absence ct an adequate speech program in 
almo8t all Junior colleges. Other weaknesses and 11m1tations 
were inadequate equipment, inadequate teaching starr, too 
heavy teaching load, 1nsutr1c1ent budget, crowded curriculum, 
pressure ot co-curricular act1v1t1ea on the 1nstruator and 
on students, no state course ot study, lack of departmental 
co-operation, and lack or assistance trom national epeeoh 
4 organ1zat1ona. 
4 Ibid., pp. 30-34. 
The third national atud1 or intere:Jt was Dr. A. w. 
Brewington•s doctoral dissertation which was a surve1 or 
speech education in the junior college made in 1941. 
Brewington listed two major purposes tor his stud11 the 
first waa to report the speech ct1rr!:ula. '· or the Junior 
colleges as he tound them after etud1ing several texts and 
graduate theses and examining 491 Junior college catalogs 
and bullet1na1 the second was to describe and analyze the 
current aims, purposes, and teohniques ot teaching speech 
in the Junior college. This was based on the responses or 
183 speeoh teachers in the junior college, and the perusal 
or many texts and periodicals in the field. The following 
is a selective summary or the results. 
The outcome or the investigation concerning the curricu- 
lar offerings in speeeh showed that the public junior colleges 
offered an average ot 12.73 semester hours in speech with a 
median ot nine semester hours. Only 10 per cent or the 
publio Junior colle3es listed courses in speeoh in their 
general requirements. The two most frequently offered 
coursea in the speech curr1culwn were public speaking and 
dramatics. In comparin~ h1s figures with figures rrom a 
survey made in 1924, Brewington found that between 1924 and 
1940 the average number or semester houre 1n the public 
junior colle3e speech curriculum increased from 3.0 to 9.0, 
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an increase or 6.o semester hours.5 
Regarding the functions and types or speech instruot1on 
in the Junior college Brewington says: 
The functions of speech instruction 1n the 
Junior college, according to 162 teachers who con- 
tributed their Judgment, should be primarily, preparatory and secondarily, terminal. Furthermore, 
the two most essential types or speech instruction 
for the Junior college, according to 175 cooperating 
teachers, are public speaking and conversational speaking. These results indicate that speech instruc- tion in the junior college should emphasize the 
preparation of the student for continued atudy, 
either in speech or some other field or learning; 
and that the presentative phases or speech instruc- tion, such as public speaking, are tar more important for the first two years or college work than the more art1t1c1al, repreeen5ative phases, such as dramatics 
and play production. 
A later study, the fourth of the national studies, done 
in 1943 by P. Merville Larson, covered 250 representative 
Junior colleges. Larson found that the colleges had ottered 
speech courses for an average or 13.5 years, and the average 
or the semester hours offered was 8.6 hours. He stated that 
after Pearl Harbor one-third or the colleges had reduced 
their speech courses at an average or slightly less than six 
semester hours. In some cases there was even complete 
elimination or the speech courses. Concerning co-curricular 
5 Arthur William Brewington, A Surver ot Speech Education 
in the American Junior College, George Peaboay°"""C'OIIige for 'Teachers, Ph.D aissertat1on (An abstract or Contribution to 
Education No. 292, 1941). 
6 Ibid., p. 13. 
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act1v1t1es he round that slightly over halt had curtailed 
their dramatics programs, while the .torensi,cs prograr.is had . . .. 
bee~ reduced 1~ three-rourths or the colle$eS since the 
beginning of World War II. 
Larson round that 125 i:JOhoole .ottered speech as a part 
ot the English department while eighty schools had a separate . ' . 
spee.ch department. Twenty-tour reported no speech depart- . 
ments.7 
The one stud1 covering a geographical area was made by 
Wayne Odell Fox 1n 1949. Questionnaires were sent to 120 
public Junior colleges in tourteen Western states plus 
personal visits to seven public Junior colleges in Colorado 
to determine the status or speech 1n such schools. S!xty- 
eight usable questionnaires were returnedJ these in addition 
to the seven Colorado schools brought the total number re- 
ported in this study to seventy-t1ve. A selective surraary 
or Fox•s results tollows. 
In hie section entitled MCeneral Information• Fox found 
that colle~e preparation waG the primacy goal ot tho greatest 
number ot western Junior colleges. General education, 
terminal education, and vocational education tallowed 1n that 
order. Twenty schools had a separate speeah department, 
7 P. Merville Larson, Siiech Education, Your Challen~e, !!!!_Junior ColleG! Journal,V, ~'December, 19~3, pp. 1 3-165. 
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forty-nine considered speech to be a tunat1on or the English 
department, and one school placed speech in the hUmanities 
department. All but one of the seventy-five reporting schools 
taught speech as a separate subJect; the other included 
speech in a required oommunicat1ons course. Only ten schools 
reported requirin~ speech for graduation. The most common 
requirement was three semester hours. In surveying the Junior 
college course offerings, Fox found that the number ot speech 
courses varied from none to fifteen, and that four was the 
most cormnon number of course offerings. Schools with teachers 
devoting full time to the field or speech provided more 
courses than those schools with part-time speech teachers. 
The number or semester hours or speech varied from two to 
forty; the average was twelve. Courses in fundamentals were 
the most prevalent, being part of the curr1culmn in f1rty- 
four schools. Public speaking, play presentation, radio 
speech, and oral interpretation were each listed by more 
than twenty-five schools. Acting and interpretation were 
the most highly emphasized units in the area or drama and 
interpretation. Each or these was taught by more than rorty- 
f1ve schools. Fifty-six different texts were reported as 
being used in epeech courses. Only two ot them were used 
by more than five different schools, these being Monroe•a 
Principles~ Type~ ..2£ Speech and Sarrett and Foster's 
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Basic Principles E.£ Speech. 
Of the seventy-five Junior colleges covered by Fox•s 
study only one had a speech clinic. Three other schools had 
access to a clinic operated by another agency, Thirty-tour 
schools did some work 1n correction. The remaining thirty 
ottered some aid through the regular speech teacher. General 
education and vocational education schools provided speech 
correction more often than did college preparatory and 
terminal education schools. 
The speech faculty in Western junior colleges varied 
from one part-time speech teacher to titteen tull-time speech 
teachers. Providing one part-time teacher was the most com- 
mon practice, with one tull-t1me speech teacher ranking 
second. Only schools with more than one thousand regularly 
enrolled students reported having more than one full-time 
teacher of speech. A full teaching load in Western Junior 
colleges varied from nine to twenty class hours per week 
with the mean, median, and mode all falling at tirteen. A 
large ~ajority ot speech teachers was reported to have 
masters' degrees. while only rour doctorates were reported. 
All or the doctorates were located in schools with more than 
thirteen hundred students and Qll were in California. Almost 
all or the twenty-t1ve speech t3achers with bachelor's de- 
grees were located in schools with tewer than 750 students. 
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Slightly more than half or the speech teaohers indicated they 
had majored in speech while 1n college. The majority or 
those not majoring in speech majored in English. English was 
also the most popular minor among speech teachers in the sur- 
veyed schools. 
Fox's survey or co-curr1oular programs revealed that 
sixty-nine or the schools had co-curricular speech programs. 
All or these schools inoluded intra-school events in their 
programs, and forty-three engaged in speech meets with other 
schools. Schools with more than five hundred full-time 
studente were mors prone to participate in inter-school 
meets. Debate, extemporaneous speaking, and original oratory 
were the forensio events most often included in the inter- 
school meets. Oratorical declamation and legislative 
assemblies were seldom indicated. Radio speaking was a com- 
mon intra-school speech event, being part of the program in 
thirty schools. Radio speaking, extempore speaking, and dia• 
cussion were reported to be the most popular forensic events. 
Drama and interpretation events were eeldom a part ot the 
inter-school meets. One-act plays were an inter-school 
activity in twenty-three case3, but no other drama event was 
listed in more than eighteen schools. The number or students 
participating in drama and interpretation events tended to 
be emaller than the ntnnter part1o1pat1ng in forensic events. 
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One-act plays were commonly reported to be a popular activity. 
A total or rorty-one Junior colleges either sponsored or 
participated in community forums or discussions. The pro- 
duction or radio programs was included in 72 per cent or the 
surveyed schools. The most often included co-curricular 
activities related to speech were the production ot long 
plays which occurred in 88 per cent or the schools, and one- 
act plays which ocourred in 68 per cent or the schools. The 
greatest number of schools producing long plays ottered two 
per year. Schools with fewer than three hundred full-time 
students produced slightly tewer plays than larger schoola. 
In the majority or the colleges only one instructor super- 
vised the co-curricular speech activities. General activity 
tees, school budgets, and play receipts were the moat 
common sources or tunds tor co-curricular speech aat1v1t1es 
in the majority or the r1tty-n1ne schools reporting the 
source. Only twenty-nine schools relied upon one source 
tor co-curricular speech tundsJ others received tunds rrom 
two, three, or four sources. The amount ot money allotted 
ror co-curricular speech varied from $50 to $2,500. Twenty- 
nine schools reported that the co-curricular tunds were 
adequate, twenty-two reported they were inadequate and 
eighteen of the sixty-nine sahoola with co-curricular speech 
programs did not report the s~equacy of tunds. 
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Fox's report or ~Achines and equipment showed that 
sixty-one or the schoole included some type of recorder or 
other machine as a speech teaching a1d. More than one machine 
was owned by thirty-two or the sehoole. Sound recorders were 
the device most often used, making up 76 per cent or the total 
number or teaching aids consisting or some type of machine. 
Only four schools reported using models or charts in speech 
8 teaching. 
Seven studies or speech in the junior colleges or par- 
ticular states_or geographical areas have been recorded. 
Two or these were unavailable because they were reported 
missing from their respective libraries. One or the studies 
which were lost was made by Roy A. Me01111vray concerning the 
speech status in the Junior colle~es or New England.9 The 
other was a survey eonduoted by Keith Edward Akins in 1957 
10 or the Kansas junior college speech orrer1ngs. Therefore, 
the tollowin~ is a report or the tindings in the remaining 
five studies. 
8 Wayne Odell Fox, The Ststus of Steeoh in Western Junior 
Colle~ee, University ot 'COI'o~. fiesls;-191fg. 
9 Roy A. Mc01111vray, A Survet ot s~eeoh Education in Junior Colleges of New En$1and, Un versl y of M!chlgan, R7A. thesis, 1941. ------- 
10 Keith Edward Akins, A Survey of Kansas Junior Colle"e Speech Offerings, University or M16h!gan, M.X. thesis, 195 
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The t1rst study to be discussed 1n this category is a 
' ' ' .. 
survey conducted in 1941 by John N. L~nk of.Wright Junior 
College 1n Illinois to deterniine the types .or speech work 
that were orrered in the junior colleges ot Illinois •. Ques- 
tionnaires were sent to the twenty-tour Illinois colleg~s 
t1h1ch ranged 1n 81ze from twenty-two to 3, 000 students wt th 
a median enrollment or 300. The survey revealec! that one- 
fourth or the Junior colleges had no wor~ in speech. No 
college provided work in advanc~d argument, persuasion,· or 
a comprehensive year•s course in play production with train- 
ing in interpretation, ~cene construction, er directing. 
Only one college, even thoua;h there are several very large 
collezes 1n Illinois, had an established speech cl1n1c where 
students with faulty speech patterns or eer1oue speech de- 
tects could receive corrective training. 
Th~ eighteen colleges which did orrer speech training 
concentrated on the tollowingc 66 per cent had a course in 
fundamentals or speech, 22 per cent had a course in advanced 
t'Undamentals or speech during the second semester, 33 per 
cent ottered a course in elementary argument, and 22 per 
cent had a semester course in play production.11 
The purpos•s or C. W. Kranish's study, the second state- 
11 John N. Link, •speech Work in Il11no1s,w The Junior College Journal, XII, 2, OCtober, 1941, PP• 102-ltr,;7 
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wide study, made in 1949, were to describe the curricula 
ot the ~peeeh programs of eleven Michigan junior colleges, 
to report the curricular trends, and to determine the ex- 
peotations for future speech curricula as expressed by junior 
college personnel. He round that all the schools had at 
least ndequate classroom rao111t1es, with a wide variation 
in quantity and type. Six schools indicated the use or 
visual aids in a limited quantity, including charts, mirrors, 
and st111 and motion picture projection equipment. Ten 
schools used recording eqU1pment, 1nelud1ng vire, tape, and 
d1ac recorders. 
The only rooms observed which were specially constructed 
tor speech teaching were studios tor radio classes. One 
echool had two well equipped, modern studios; another had one 
studio; while the majority had no equipment for radio instruc- 
tion more elaborate than public address systems. Auditoriums 
and theatrical equipment Yaried. All schools had the uee or 
auditoriums, although size and ownership varied. Approxi- 
mately one-half or the schools owned their own auditoriumsJ 
the seating capacities ranged from t1fty-rive to 330. The 
remaining colleges used public school auditoriums or privately 
owned rac111ties. stage equipment was limited in most schools, 
and costume collections were practically nonexistent. 
While no epeech tr81n1ng was required or all students, 
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26 per cent or the 1948-•49 total enrollment were taking 
speech. It was noted that such courses as voice and diction 
and oral interpretation were not listed, nor were courses in 
the art and technique of persuasion. 
Jtran1sh round that co-curricular aot1v1t1es had not 
returned to their pre-war etatus in the junior college. 
There was no evidence to indicate the resumption or inter- 
collegiate debate or other intercollegiate forensic aot1v1tr 
following the war. The activities that apparently were or 
the most interest were thoee that were concerned with the 
entertainment or the student body or local conmiunity such as, 
drama clubs, skits, and programs tor assemblies and local 
organ1zat1ona.12 
The third state-wide study made in 1947-•48 by Mary 
Amelia Marshall surveyed the speeeh orrer1ngs in the junior 
colleses or Texas tor the purpoee or determ1n1n3 if Texas 
junior colleges were keeping pace with the new trends in 
speech education. Her eurvey included questions concerning 
the aims and objeotives, scope, and uniformity or what was 
being ottered in both curricular and co-curricular activities. 
Her stud1 reveals a great lack or un1torrn1ty 1n the 
12 Carl W. JCranish, A Studl or the current Speech Programs of Eleven M1ch1fan Jun1or-co1lege8;~ate college. R7A. thesis, 19~. 
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3peech otfer1n3s of tha public and private Junior colleges 
of Texas. Speech, rather t~n being a separete department, 
was, in many or the colle3es, included a3 a part of suoh 
departments as English, drama, or commun1cst1ons. Speech 
was round to be largely an elective course, being required 
only for certain majors in some of the colleges. 
Marshall stateo that 11 ttle a~s1stance was afforded 
students with speech difficulties and little recording equ1P- 
ment 1'/SS available. Lack of trained teachers probably 
constituted the main reason for the neslect or this phase or 
the speech progrn:.i. 
Curricular as well as co-eurr1cular speech offerings in 
the jun:lor colleges were few with no uniform nt.Unber or hours 
or uniform group of cours~s indicated. Only a Sr.1.all number 
of advanced courses was provided with no common prerequisites. 
Great variation existed in the content of the courses with 
too much m3ter1al being included to enable adequate coverage 
in the time allowed. 
Courses in fundamentals of speech, public speaking, and 
dramatics comprised the major portion or the speech curricu- 
lum in the junior colleges. Other courses offered in two or 
more colleges included discussion, dj_souss1on ond debate, 
voice and diction, oral interpretation, and radio speech. 
Marshall's conc Iuat.onn and reoomrnendat1ons cite·· a need 
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tor some organized plan designed to promote curricular and 
extra-curricular speech aot1v1t1es. She also 1nd1cates that 
it was necessary to plan s~eech courses to meet the needs 
and interests or the preparato?";, terminal, and professional 
groups or Junior college students. She states her belier that 
courses in speech should be des1ened to provide speech educa- 
tion tor all, a1d1n3 students in learn1n~ to think olearly, 
orzanize their thou~hts well, and exprees themselves 
errectively.13 
The fourth 8tate-w1de study wae made by Arthur Eisen- 
stadt in 1953. He surveyed the Junior collee;es or New Jersey 
tor the primary purpose or br1n31ne to 11[?;.ht the content and 
quality or the Junior college speeoh curricula in an attempt 
to lessen the underevaluat1on or courses trensferred rrom a 
community college to a tour year school. Nine or the eleven 
New Jersey community colleges responded to the questionnaire. 
The two not answer1nG were 1nvest15ated through the use ot 
their most recent college catalogs and other pertinent 
publications. 
In his etunmary ot the results E1!enstadt etates that the 
eleven New Jersey conunun1ty colleges generally ranked well in 
l3 Mary Amelia Marshall, Survey and Evaluation or ~eech 
Orter1nis in the Public and Prlvate J'iinfor Colleeea 01'.xas in 
1947-19 8,-o'rl!verslty of'Texas, M.Jt. thesis, 195 , - - 
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tenns of State Department standards, but only four gained 
t'ull recognition from the national and regional educational 
associations. Pour or the surveyed schools were private, 
tour were started by local governments, and three were church 
atf111ated schools. Six ot the colleges were co-educational, 
tour were women•a colleges, and one was all male. 
All but one junior college ottered some type or speech 
course-work. Six schools included one course, one had five, 
one had seven, and one had nine separate courses. Some ind1- 
catia1 existed that the all women•s schools tended to provide 
the most speech work, and that the larger schools wo~e.1no11ned 
to supply a more vigorous speech program. 
A correlation seemed to exiat between the amount or 
emphasis ot speech work in certain school• and their level 
ot recognition and accreditation by national educational 
assoo1ations. As a group, those schools with the highest 
aocred1tat1on had wider speech programs than most or the 
other schools. 
Courses in the areas or drama and public address were 
the most trequent. Courses in voice and diction, radio and 
1nterpretat1on were much in the minority. There waa a great 
diversity in textbooks used. Eisenstadt points out that the 
maJority or the texts were by men who were prominent in the 
tield of speech. 
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uearly all the respondents or the Eioenstadt study 
1nd1cuted the use of some type or equipment and fac111t1es. 
Almost all or the schools had voice reoordinz; apparntua and 
epeaker+s sbanda, but they, for the r:.ost part, had little 
el3e. Three schools reported the use ot school theatres, 
and one e::iployed a radio etation set-up. About 70 per cent 
had inadequate visual-aid and analytic material. 
Only one school used a speech testing program which 
oareened incoming pupils and also had a program for cumu- 
lative record purposes. However, over Bo per cent used 
neither or the t\~o programs. As in previous tinding5, 
Eisenstadt notes that there seemed to be a correlation be- 
tween an intensive speech progran end full eocreditation. 
necardin~ trends in the speech program, f'onr schools 
~eported 1noreasing interest in speech work, particularly in 
training vhich met the everyday needs of the averase person. 
Eisenstadt believes "this would indicate that realistic and 
situational needs are becoM1ng more prominentJ as against 
the traditional speech disciplines dealing with types-and- 
purpo:le3."14 
In the ten schools covered in the Eisenstadt atud~r, 
there were fifteen teacl1ers of speech; or these, only four 
14 Arthur Eisenstadt, "Speech Education Survey ot New Jersey Junior Colleges," The Speech Teacher, II, 4, November,1953, 
p. 279. --- 
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taught opeech tull-t1.me. Only four had majored in :speech 
in their own academic training, and about two-thirda had no 
speeeh ansoc1ation atf111ations. Once more, the echoolo 
with more and better trained speech personnel were those 
with the hiehest academic aocred1tat1on.15 
As the sixth study, made in Janunry, 1959, nnd published 
i.n ~Speech Teacher, Den Padrow reported the status or 
speech education in the California Junior ColleGes. He 
stud1.ed thirty-five ot the sohools in Cal1forn1a with a 
total enrollment or 70,000. He held interviews with orr1- 
c1als or the State Department ot Education, 3tate colle~e 
personnel and administrators at the Un1vers1t7. He traveled 
over 8,ooo miles questioning and 1nterview1n~. His general 
concfusf.cns are as follm.fe. 
The Ever8ge number of course otrer1ngs in both drama and 
public speakine was between two and three. Since there were 
so few radio-television courses pre!entedJ the average ~'Us 
less than one cour~e per school. While speech and draina 
courses ltere listed in each school, it was found that the 
smaller institutions usually ottered rnore drama t1"~n epeech 
courses. 
Speech education was departmentallf eeparate in eeven 
15 Ibid., pp. 278-280. 
schools; a part er a division or ccmmunicat1on., langwage 
arts, er literature in seven schools., and part cf the English 
department in twent:{-one schools. The average number' or 
plays per.formed was be tween two ar..d three. One out cf every 
three schools engaged in forensics. While the lar~cr zchools 
usually did~ greater nu.~ber c! plays per year, there sceced 
to be scr.le relationship between the number or plays produced 
and the existence of an equippe~ stage on campus. The larger 
the school, the greater the possibility for the existence or 
a forensics pro~ram. 
Special oervices were of.rered in a number or schools 
tut the pattern and type cf service shct·1ed 11 ttlc ccnz1stency. 
Radio-TV wrostill a rather limited cfferinz and Gccmcd to be 
more prevalent in the l11rt;cr mere ~·:e3lthy achco Ls , 16 
The one study which concerns a particular phase or 
junior colle~e speech education was done by Roland Shacl:son 
1n 1931. S!".ackson co-operated with J. Rioh~rd Bictr~~ in a 
survey of epcech in eighty-two junior colleges which reports 
the status or deb~te and dramatics in the ju~1or colle~c. or 
the elg}lty-twc schools sixty repcrted aet1·.rit1es in one or 
loth of the fields of debate and dramatic3. 
Approxim.'.ltely two-thirds cf the junior collcGcs en2;3sing 
16 . 3cn Padrow, "Speech Education in the California 
Junior College,H l!!!. Speech Teacher., VIII, 1, January, 1959, pp. 58-62. 
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in these activities participated in debate. In nearly three- 
fourths or these cases, debate was a part or the speech 
departments. The ~edian number ot students participating at 
each school was nine. The average number of contests each 
year was six. Debate was shown to be almost universally 
supported by student activity fees, with an average annual 
budget or $175. snacxecn cls1r.is familiarity l11th the speech 
activity 1n these colleges ~nd testifies that their debating 
was of a high quality. The colleges usually met each other 
in otate forensic lca[;Ucs, thus c1v1ni a standard for com- 
parison. Shack3on believes that the junior college detaters 
had, on occasion, shotrn themselves worthy opponents of de- 
baters in tour-year schools. 
The study discussed Phi nho Pi, a junior collese forensic 
society, \·rhich was ber;un by seventeen Junior coller;es. Member- 
ohip in this society rather thnn credit to,rard grndtmt1on was 
given ns the rewnrd tor a debnter•e efforts. Phi P.ho Pi has 
become the ott1c1al forensic society for Junior collcgcu, 
and, 1n 1931, thirty-seven junior collegee had chapters or 
the society on their campu~cs. 
Shackson round that rnore junior colleges were interested 
in dramatics than in detate. ?Yearly t1ve-s1xths of the sixty 
schools produced playa. In nearly 40 per cent or these cases 
dramat1cs was not onder the direction or the :peceh department. 
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In twenty-rive or the torty-two colleges, drat:at1cs wns 
torced t1nane1ally to support itself, and cnly five schools 
gave it complete financial 8upport. Receipts from plays 
were as high ae $2,000, and avera~ed atout *300. 
Shackson•s suggested improvements tor dral?tltics include 
more adequate t1nane1al eupport from school funds; more uni- 
versal direction by the speech depart~ents rather th3n some 
other department; and affiliation or the local dramatics 
clubs into a national society tor better publicity, co- 
operation, and possible competition. For forensics, h~ 
states that all or the above situations exist~d, tut needed 
to be made universal. He also believes th3t further experi- 
mentation should be carried on to solve the problems of 
making debate more 1nterest1n3 to audiences and more valuable 
to 1ta part1o1pants.17 In his final state~ent he says that 
the "Junior colle~e ~~~ech teachers and speeoh as2oe1at1ons 
must affiliate and cooperate it they are ever to solve the 
problem or the speech tra1n1n~ of American youth."lB 
In 1942, Raymond P. Krog~ol published a brief outline 
or a proposed epeech proeram for the junior colleec as recom- 
mended by the 1940 Committee on Junior College Speech 
l7 Roland Shackson, "Junior College Debnt1ng and 
Drmnat1cs4" ~Junior College Journal, II, 3, December, 1931, pp. 139-1 1. 
18 Ibid., p. 141. 
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Education. Tho committee BUgeested that one Gemester ot 
:f'undrunentals or speech should be required or all stUdents 
e.X'cept those exempted by a speech proficiency test. . The 
coci:n ttee also recor:miended that sp'eech correction should be· 
done Nhcn necessary1 and that it shot.il.d be' done in a speech 
clinic by a qualified correotionist. Elective courses 1n · 
speech were al:lo recommended. Both eencral and spec1r1c 
obJect1ves of speech education in the Junior colleee were 
suggested, nnd tentative programs for the teaching ot four 
19 ir.aJor speech areas were set up. 
In 1959 an article, which described some ot the problems 
or starting a Junior college speech and dra:na department, wae 
written by Fred Short and appeare~ 1ri !!:!!, Junior Collece 
Journal. Short,'himself, had initiated a speech and drama 
department 1n a Texas Junior college. He sats that one ot 
t~ first maJor problems was lack or community interest in a 
speech department and its aotiv1t1es, next wa~ the lack ot 
student interest because ot a low quality or previous train- 
ing in speech and drama. He goes on to say that because some 
students ware forced to conmute from as tar as twenty-rive 
miles between home and school, there was a problem 1n hold- 
ing evening and after-school rehearsals for plays. Also 
19 Raymond P. 1tr0ggel1 "Committee on Speech Edueat1on,• ~Junior College Journal, XII, 7, March, 1942, pp. 410-417. 
since many students held Joba besides going to .school, out- 
side speech activities were •extras• which seemed to have 
no particular value. tack or ttme for outside speech act1v1- 
t1es became a problem because or the commutin~ and working 
students. 
Short goes on to 3ay how he solved some or these problems. 
One or the first things he did was to provide credit hours 
in speech which would be transferable to senior colleges. 
This became an excellent impetus tor students to take speech 
courses. He also provided an hour or credit for those stu- 
dents who wanted extra drilling while in plays. Short created 
a new incentive tor participation 1n school plays by install- 
ing a national junior college honorary drama organization in 
which the students could gain membership ror outstandin~ 
theatre work. He also established contests with other junior 
colleges 1n extemporsD~ous speaking, discussion, nnd other 
events to inspire the spirit or competition among his students. 
Since it was neoeasa?"'/ tor Short to 1norease community 
interest in 3peech activities, he began by sending plays and 
5k1ts to club meetings, sending peraonal letters or invitation 
to people in the community, and offerin~ door prizes at plays 
until the people were interested enough to co~e without them. 
He also set up speech classes at night ror adults. This 
8reatly increased oommunity intereBt in speech work. After 
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this, he believed h1a department to be successtul.20 
StmMARY 
The four atudie5 of national scope, and the survey ot 
Western Junior colleges were reviewed. At the time of the 
last study in 1949, almost all of the Junior colleges offered 
some speech education~ 
All of the ·studies showed that the maJor1ty ot speech 
was 1noluded in the Junior college Engl1eh departments, 
while separate s~eoh departments existed in about one-halt 
as many colleges. The employment or one or two part-time 
speech instructors was the most cOJI1non praot1ce in the Jun1or 
colleges, and the maJority of these speech teachers had M.A. 
degrees. 
In all of the atud1es, fundamentals ot speech wa8 the 
most often listed speech offering with public speaking, 
dramatics or play production, and ariumentation following in 
that order. The average amount ot semester credit hours given 
tor all or these courses was trom two to three. ·There waa 
an indication ot growth in the prevalence of radio speech. 
The maJority or speech work was ottered to the Junior college 
, 20 , . · Fred Short, "Problems or Starting a Junior College .Speech and Drama Department," The Junior College Journal, xx:x, 1, september, 1959, pp. 35-37. ' 
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student as an elective since relatively tew'schools required 
speech tor graduation. Very. few Junior colleges had the 
atatt or facilities available tor speech correction work. 
A.lmost all sc.hools had some co..:Curricular work in· epe.ech 
with the most common activities being·tirst, the production 
ot plays, and second, debate. An 1ntra.:..mura1 program was· 
ottered in moot schools. 
It appears that, as a whole, the most frequently men- 
tioned limitations and d1tticult1es hindering the ettect1veness 
· ot administering the speech curricula were the lack of time, 
money, and proper eqU1pmentJ a crowded curriculumJ and the 
pressure or co-ourricUlar activities on the stUdents and 
faculty. 
A glance at the r1ve state-wide studies shows that, at 
the time ot the surve;ys 1n·1111no1e, Michigan,, Texas, New 
Jersey, and ca11rorn1a, there was little speech work ottered. 
Almost allot the courses were in speech fundamentals, drama, 
and public'speaking. There were no courses in voice and 
diction or persuasion, and very little speech correction work 
was ottered in any ot the states. Courses in radio and TV 
were limited.~.: cases where speech was a separate department 
were tewer th::~ those where speech was ottered as a part ot 
another department. Speech was largely an elective. and 
required only or a few atUdenta majoring in certain areas. 
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Recorders headed the list or equipment in the schools, 
other than that rao111t1ea were limited. There was a lack 
or un1torm1ty 1n the number and types ot speech courses 
offered 1n the junior colleges. 
CHAPTER.III 
GENERAL IHPORMATI.ON AND. 
DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION . 
Quest1onna1res were sent to 236' publio JW110r colleges 
in t4\1rty-s1X states, or these, 110 usable replies were re- 
.; 
oeived trom thirty states. Other than the eleven stat.es that 
do not have public Junior colleges; ten are not represented 
in this survey. Those not represented area Alabama, Alaska, 
Arizona, Indiana, Kentucky, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
Tennessee, and Virginia. Alaska was not questioned. The 
junior colleges in the remaining nine states either failed 
to return postcards which supplied the names ot speech in- 
structors or administrators, or they did not return the 
questionnaires. 
Table I shows how many questionnaires were sent as well 
as the number and per cent ot the total number returned trom 
eaCJh state. 
There is a wide ranse among the reporting schools in· · 
the size or enrollment. The smallest school has an enroll- 
ment or fifty regular tull-time students while the largest 
school. reporting has an enrollment or 10,000 regular full-time 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER AND PER CENT or SUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED FROM EACH STATE 
Per Cent of Total State No. Sent No. Returned Returned• 
Alabama 1 0 0 Arizona 2 0 0 Arkansas 2 1 l ca11rorn1a 46 22 20 Colorado 
~ 
2 2 Florida 6 5 Georgia 6 l 1 Idaho 2 l 1 Illinois 8 5 4 Indiana l 0 0 Iowa 14 8 7 
Kansas 13 11 10 Kentucky l 0 0 
Maryland 10 2 2 Maine 1 1 1 Massachusetts 2 1 1 Michigan 14 7 6 Minnesota 0 2 2 M1ss1es1pp1 
~ 
4 3 Missouri 2 2 Montana 2 1 l Nebraska 4 3 3 New Jersey 1 0 0 New Mexico l l l New York 5 2 2 North carolina 2 l l North Dakota 4 1 1 Oklahoma 8 3 3 Oregon 2 l 1 Pennsylvania 1 0 0 
Texas 24 9 8 Utah 4 l l Washington 10 8 7 West Virginia 1 l 1 Wisconsin 
~ 
1 1 Wyoming l l - - Total 236 110 100% 
*Per cents to the nearest whole per cent. 
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students. Table II shows the number ot schools reporting in 
each ot the seven enrollment categories. The largest number 
ot schools, a total or twenty-nine, has an enrollment ot trom 
301 to 500 students. The smallest categories, with eight 
schools eaob, are in both the 0 to 150 group and the 751 to 
1000 group. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS ACCORDING TO SIZE OF ENROLI.MENT 
Enrollment No. ot Schools Per Cent or Total 
0-150 8 7 
151-300 22 20 
301-500 29 26 
501-750 16 15 
751-1000 8 7 
1001-1500 11 10 
over 1500 16 15 
Total 110 l~ 
The questionnaire asked it the Junior college was operated 
on the quarter system, semester system, or any other system. 
Ninety ot the 110 schools use a semester system, while twenty 
have a quarter system. None or the schools mentioned any 
other system. 
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The questionnaire also asked that a rank be given to the 
tour major objectives ot junior college trainings tennlnal 
education, college preparatory, vocational education, and 
general education. Table III shows the number or schools in 
which each of the obJeot1ves ranks first. Sixteen ot the 
TABLE III 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOI.S RANXINO EACH OF THE JlJNIOR COLLEGE OBJECTIVES FIRST 
Objectives No. of Schools Per Cent or Total 
Terminal Education 1 6 
College Preparation 66 60 
Vocational Education 2 2 
General Education 19 17 
All or All But One Equal 9 8 
College Preparation and 
5 Terminal Education 5 
College Parallel 2 2 
Total 110 l°°" 
returned questionnaires contained answers other than the 
above objectives. or these, seven schools indicated that 
they could not rank the objectives because all are stressed 
equally. One school equally stresses all except college 
preparation, and one school equally stresses all except 
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vocational education. This makes a total or nine schools 
which will be listed under "All or All But One Equaln on 
the tables which are concerned with college obJectives. Five 
schools reported that college preparation and terminal educa- 
t1cn are equally stressed as primary aims. 'l'wo schools 
added that their tirst aim is to supply courses which parallel 
tour-year college speech courses. 
Table III reveals that college preparation is the primary 
objective in the greatest number, or 60 per cent, of the 
public Junior colleges. General education, all or all but one 
equal, terminal education, college preparation and terminal 
education, vocational education, and college parallelism 
tollow each other in that order. 
In reply to question number one listed under "Departmental 
Organization" it was found that torty-three schools, or 39 per 
cent ot the 110 schools organize speech instruction as a 
separate departmentJ in titty schools, or 46 per cent ot the 
110, speech is a part or the English department) and 1n six- 
teen schools, or 15 per cent, speech 1s ottered in some other 
department. ot those schools in which speech 1s a part ot 
a department other than English, tour otter speech in a com- 
munications D1v1s1onJ three in the Humanities DepartmentJ 
three in a Language Arts DepartmentJ one in a Pine Arts 
DepartmentJ one in a Speech, Pine Arts, and English Depart- 
mentJ and one in a combined Speech, Drama, and Music Department. 
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A comparison in Table IV of the departmental status or 
the junior colleges surveyed in the current study with the 
results or Fox•s1 stud1 Dl3de in 1949 or Western Junior colleges 
and those ot Mar1ner•e2 nation-wide study in 1936 shows that 
although a rise in the number or separate speech departments 
would seem to be evident, there 1s still a high percnetage or 
speech being ottered as a part ot an English department as 
well as a tendency tor speech to be 1noorporated into other 
departments. There is, however, less ot a percentage ot 
speech in the English departments and more ot a percentage 
'l'ABLS IV 
A CCJe!PARISON OF THE DEPARTMENTAL STATUS OP SPEECH REPORTED IN THIS STUDY TO THAT REPORTED IN 1936 AND 1949 STUDIES 
This Studya 1949 Studys* 1936 Studya* Department No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per cent~ 
Separate Speech 44 39 20 29 45 31 
English 49 46 49 70 96 66 
Drama 4 2 
Humanities 3 3 1 l 
Comnun1oat1ons 4 4 
Language Arts 3 3 
Other 6 5 1 1 
Total 109 10°-' 70 l~ 146 100,C 
'Stildy made or both private and public Junior colleges 
1 p. 189. Fox, £.2..:. .2.!1:.1 
2 Ibid. 
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in separate speech departments today than the results ot the 
two previous stUdies show. One college report1ns in the 
present study did not designate the department 1n which speech 
is taught. This makes a total ot 109 or the 110 colleges 
reporting this data. 
or the eixty-tive public junior colleges which offer 
speech other than in a separate speech department, all but 
two have separate courses designed espec1&lly for speeoh in- 
struction. or the two which do not teaoh speech in a 
separate course, one provides instruction in speech in a 
communications course, and one as a part or an English course. 
Three ~chools ofter speech both as a separate course and as a 
part or another course, 
In Table V the relationship between the departmental 
status or speech and school objectives is shown. In schools 
with objectives or terminal education, college preparatory, 
and all or all but one equal there are more college3 which 
otter speech in English departments than 1n separate speech 
departments. In schools where general education is pri- 
marily stressed there are more schools with separate speech 
departments than those wh1ch offer speeoh in English depart- 
mente. 
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TABLE V 
RELA'l'IONSHIP BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENTAL STATUS OF SPEECH AND SCHOOL.OBJEC?IVES 
Objective No. of Separate English Other Schools Dept. Dept. 
Terminal Education 7 2 4 l 
College Preparation 66 27 34 5 
Vocational Education 2 l l 1 
General Education 19 10 6 3 
All or All But One Equal 9 3 4 4 
College Preparation and 
5 l l Tenninal Education 
College Parallel 2 1 
Total 110 44 49 16 
In Table VI the relationship between departmental 
organization and the number or students is charted showing 
an even dispersal or separate departments among the schools. 
All the schools exaept those in the 0 to 150 and 1001to1500 
enrollment groups have speech in English departments and other 
departments more otten than they have separate speech depart- 
ments. 
In twenty-six, or 23.6 per cent or the 110 schools, 
speech 1s required tor graduation. Four or these schools 
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TABLE VI 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEH DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION AND THE NUMBER OP STUDENTS 
Enroll- No. or Separate English Other ment Schools Dept. Dept. 
0-150 8 5 3 
151-300 22 6 15 1 
301-500 29 9 14 6 
501-750 16 7 7 2 
751-1000 8 3 4 1 
1001-1500 11 1 1 2 
over 1500 16 7 5 4 
Total 110 44 49 16 
require speech instruction to be included 1n another course. 
The average number or semester hours required or speech is 
, ~ 
2.6. The range or hours reqUired in speech is trom two to 
six with both the median and mode falling at two hours. 
The results or the questionnaire show that there are 
torty-eight junior colleges which, while not requiring speech 
ot everyone tor graduation, do require 1t or students major- 
ing in particular eubjeota suoh as pre-engineering, pre-med, 
pre-law, speech, education, business, and liberal arts. 
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SUMMAR? 
Questionnaires were sent to 236 public junior colleges 
in thirty-six states. One hundred ten uBable replies were 
received from thirty states. 
The greatest number ot schools has an enrollment ot 
between 301 and 500. 
Ninety ot the 110 schools use the semester system while 
twenty use the quarter system. 
College preparation is the primary objective in the 
greatest number ot public Junior colleges. General education 
is the second most popular objective, and all or all but one 
equal, terminal education, college preparation and terminal 
education, vocational education, and college parallelism 
follow 1n that order. 
Forty-tour, or 39 per cent, ot the schools have separate 
speech departments. Forty-nine, or 46 per cent, have speech 
a3 a part ot the English department, and sixteen, or 15 per 
cent, offer speech 1n some other department. 
Althoush a r1se in the number or separate speech depart- 
ments would seem to be evident, there is still a high per- 
centage ot speech being offered as a part ot an English de- 
partment';aa:there was in both Pox'" study made 1n 1949, and 
Mariner's 3tudy made in 1936. There is also a tendency tor 
speech to be incorporated into other departments. There is, 
however, less of a percentage of speech in the English 
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departments and more ot a ~ercentage in separate speech 
departments today than tho renults or the t~o previous studies 
ehow. 
Sixty-tour or the sixty-six schools which do not have 
departmental status tor speech do otter speech instruction 
in a separate course. One school otters epeeoh 1n a commun1- 
cat1ons course, and one as a part ot an English course. 
Only twenty-six, or 23.6 per cent or the 110 schools, 
require speech tor graduation. The average reqttirement is 
2.6 semester hours or speech. Forty-eight, or 43.6 per cent 
ot the schools require speech ot students maJor1ng in certain 
subjects. 
CHAPTER IV 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
The speech course ottering& in public junior colleges 
include almost every phase ~r speech instruot1on. A total 
ot 528 speech courses are taught in the 110 public junior 
colleges covered in this survey. 'l'wo schools have no separate 
speech courses. Fundamentals ot speech and public speaking 
are the only courses which appear in over 50 per cent or the 
colleges. Oral interpretation, acting, debate, and voice 
and diction are ottered in 20 per cent or more ot the 110 
colleges. Table VII shows the number ot courses, semester 
hours, an~ units orrered in speech in the order or frequency 
among the colleges. To make the table meaningful quarter 
hours were converted into semester hours by using the formulas 
three quarter hours equal two semester hours. 
Some courses do not appear on Table VII because they 
were indicated by only one school in answering the question- 
naire. They are aa tollowsi "history and appreciation or 
theatre," "introduction to draraatic literature," "principles 
ot drama," •theatre U.S.A.," "acting and stagecraft," naot1ng 
and d1reoting," "survey or the theatre," "advanced acting,• 
"reoreational drama," "radio and TV announcing," •control 
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room operation," "radio wo1•kshop," "radio speech;" "radio 
writing," ttrad1o and TV writing," "radio and TV broadcasting 
and production," "choral reading," nargumentat1on," "indi- 
vidual speech clinic work," "bas1a &peech," "orn.l reading," 
and "forensics." 
Some or the schools reporting courses did not report 
the number of hours ottered. The d1sorepancy is shown on 
Table VII. 
The Junior college c~talogs reveal that there !~a 
definite overlapping of subject matter in some coursea. For 
e.xa.ntple, what one school teaches as fundamentals anoth~r 
3chool teaeheG ae public speaking. Other areas llhere there 
1s duplication are in oral interpretation and oral Engl1&hJ 
and play production, theatre workshop, and stagecraft. On 
the other hand, in som~ schools these eame courses contain 
entirely different subject matter. 
It was believed that, altho'U3h separate courses might 
not be taught in some of the areas listed on the questionnaire 
under "Course orrerings,• some or the subject matter might 
be taught as unite or instruction in another course. There 
was, therefore, a column \o1h1ch provided space tor a check 
mark where subjects appear only as units. Some schools did 
not indicate which subjects are taught as units; however, 
there were enough who did so that a fair sampling or unit 
orterings was obtained. Subject matter that appears mo3t 
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frequently as a unit in some other course is persuasion. 
Five schools teach separate courses in persuasion, but 
eighteen colleges include a unit ot persuasion in some other 
course. Twelve ditterent schools teach units in the follow- 
ing subject matter in another courses make up, listening, 
stage lighting, discussion, voice and diction, and phonetics. 
Phonetics is the only subject 1n which there are units but 
no separate courses taught. 
'rhe 1940 Committee on Junior College Speech Education 
recommended that a one semester course ot "fundamentals or 
speech should be required tor all stUdents except those ex- 
1 empted by a speech proficiency test." It is apparent that 
the junior colleges are still tar trom this goal . since only 
23.6 per cent or the 110 schools surveyed in this study re- 
quire speech tor graduation, and only 75.5 per cent or the 
110 colleges otter tundamentals or speech. 
'rhe Committee on Junior College Speech Education also 
said that "courses 1n corrective techniques are not justitied 
2 at the Junior college level." However, t1ve or the colleges 
covered in this survey otter courses in speech correction, 
and one school includes it as a unit in another course. 
Among the 110 public junior colleges, the number or 
1 ltroggel,, EE:_~. p. 410. 
2 Ibid. 
speech courses varies trom one to thirty. Measures ot 
central tendency show that the average number or speech 
courses is 4.8, the median is four, and the mode is tour. 
The number or semester hours or speech in the 110 colleges 
varies from one to eighty-three, the average 1s twelve, the 
median 1s ten, and the mode is three. Larson reported the. 
average number or semester hours in speech as 8.6 in 19443 
thus showing a rise ot 3.4 semester hours since that time. 
Although the average number ot semester hours in funda- 
mentals had dropped tour-tenths ot a point, substantially 
more schools are ottering work in this area than they were 
thirty years ago as is indicated in a comparison ot this 
study with Bietry•s survey in 1931. Bietry stated that only 
twenty-six, or 29.6 per cent, or the eighty-eight schools he 
surveyed, were ottering tundamentals at that t1me4 while the 
' \ results ot the present study show that eighty-three, or 75,5 
per cent, ot the 110 schools in this survey now teach courses 
in fundamentals. Forty, or 45.5 per cent, ot the eighty. 
eight schools surveyed by Bietry ottered public speaking 1n 
1931,5 while 6o.9 per cent ot the 110 schools in this survey 
3 P. Merville Larson, •speech Education, Your Challenge," 
!!:!, Junior College Journal, XIV, 4, December, 1943, p. 163. 
4 J. Richard B1etry, "The Junior College in Relation to Speech Education," The guarterll Journal or Speech, XVII, 2, April, 1931, p. ~. --- 
5 Ibid. 
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otter public speaking. There 1s a rise ot 5.4 per cent in 
the number or schools which orter courees 1n this area. 
There is also a rise or tour-tenths or a point 1n the averaee 
number or semester credit hours given. D1etry found that 
thirteen, or 14.6 per cent of the schools he surveyed had 
oral interpretation courses.6 This survey round that 46, 
or 41.8 per cent, ot the 110 colleges otter oral interpreta- 
tion. This is a 27.2 per cent increase since 1931 in the 
number ot these courses offered in the Junior colleges, al- 
thoUgh there is now a three-tenths ot a per cent decrease in 
the overage number or credit hours offered in oral interpre- 
tation. It is, therefore, evident that a great many more 
speech courses are being offered 1n the Junior colleges or 
today than there were thirty year3 ego. 
Table VIII reveals that the greatest number or 3peech 
courses in the public junior college 11s taught in California, 
the state with more public junior colle~ee than any other 1n 
the United States. The numbers in the "High" and "Low" 
columns show tho highest and lowest number of speech cour8es 
ottered by any public junior college in a partioular state. 
6 Ibid., p. 210. 
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TABLE VIII 
?-.'UMBER OF SPEECH COURSES RELATED TO LOCATIOU 
No. or Schools 
With 
State Separate No. or Coursee1 
Speech Courses H!r;h Low Mean Med. Mode 
Arkansas l 9 9 * * Cal1torn1a 22 31 2 . 7.8 7 7 Colorado 2 5 3 4 * • Florida 6 5 l 3.2 3.5 Georgia 1 l 1 * * Idaho l 4 4 't • Illinois 5 9 2 4 3 2 Iowa 7 5 1 2.A 2 2 
Kansas 11 10 2 4. 4 4 Maine 1 3 
~ * • Ma~Jland 2 t 1 ~ • Massachusetts l 2 2 * .. M1ehi~n 7 11 1 4.3 3 3 Minnesota 2 4 3 3.5 * * M1sa1ss1pp1 4 
~ 
1 
~ 
3 Montana 1 .. • Missouri 2 8 5 6.5 .,. • Nebraska 3 7 3 4.7 4 New Mexico 1 2 2 * * New York 2 4 1 2.5 ... • North Dakota 1 1 1 " 'f North Carol1m1 l 1 l ., * Oklahoma 3 7 l 3 l 1 Oregon l l l .. * 
Tex.as 9 8 1 4.3 4 4 
Utah l 8 8 * .. WaEh1ngton a 13 2 7.3 7 west Virginia 1 2 2 * * Wyom1n~ 1 1 1 ... * 
*Too f°ew cases to make this figure iaeaningful. 
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Table IX shows the relationship between the number or 
separate speech courses oftered and school size. The greatest 
average number or speeah courses is offered by the schools 
with a student enrollment of over 1500. 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF SEPAiiATE SPEECH COURSES RELATED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
Enrollment 
No. ot Schools With No. ot Course31 Separate Courses High Low Mean )Ied1an 
7 7 l 3.6 4 
21 10 l 3.3 3 
29 9 l 3.8 3 
16 a l 4 3 
8 7 l 4.3 4 
11 13 4 6.6 6 
16 31 l 9.6 8.5 
Mode 
0-150 
151-300 
301-500 
501-750 
751-1000 
1001-1500 
Over 1500 
2 
4 
3 
4 
7 
In Table X a comparison or the number or speeoh courses 
to school objectives shows that the average number or speech 
courses is largest in the schools which stress general edu- 
cation as their primary goal. 
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TADLE X 
NUMBER OF SPEECH COURSES OFFERED IN RELATION TO SCUOOL OBJECTIVES 
No. of 
Schools 
ObJeot1ve With No. of' Coursesi Speech courses High Low Mean Median Mode 
Terminal Education 7 18 1 5 3 1 
College Preparation 65 31 1 4.8 4 
Vooat1onal Education 1 1 l * * 
General Education 19 13 1 5.5 5 4 
All o~ .:All but One Equal 9 17 l 5.2 4 4 
College Preparation and 
8 2 4 4 Terminal Education 5 5 
College Parallel 2 3 l 2 .. .. 
*Too tew cases to make this figure meaningful 
Table XI compares the number of semester hours ct speech 
ottered to the size of enrollment. It can be seen that the 
schools in the over 1500 group otter the greatest nur.iber or 
semester credit hours in speech. 
Table XII shows that colleges stressing college prepa- 
ration, and those stressing general education offer the 
breutest number of s~meoter hours in speech. 
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TABLE XI 
NUMBER OF SEMESTER HOURS OF SPEECH AS COMPARED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
No. of 
Enroll- Schools No. ot Semester Hourst 
ment Reporting Credit Hrs. High Low Mean Median Mode 
0-150 7 19 2 7.7 6 
151-300 21 Z7 2 7.6 6 3 
301-500 29 26 3 9.4 8 3 
501-750 16 24 2 9.9 9 9 
751-1000 8 19 2 9.9 10 10 
1001-1500 11 24 11 15.8 15 12 
over 1500 16 86 3 24.8 21.5 27 
TABLE XII 
NUMBER OP SEMESTER HOURS COMPARED TO SCHOOL OBJECTIVES 
No, ot 
Objective Schools No. of SemeEter Houret Reporting 
credit Hrs. High Low Mean Median Mode 
Tenn1nal Education 7 48 2 13.1 10 2 
College Preparation 65 86 2 12 10 3 
Vocational Education 1 3 3 
General Education 19 24 2 12.7 12 
All or All But One 
Equal 9 42 3 12.9 9 9 
College Preparation and 
Terminal Education 4 19 10 14 13.5 10 
College Parallel 2 5 3 4 4 
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over 75 per cent or all the schools in each enrollment 
group orrer fundamentals or speech courses as can be seen on 
Table XIII. More schools with an enrollment of from 1001 to 
1500 students offer fundamentals than any other enroliment 
group. More schools in the 751to1000 ~roup offer public 
speaking than do the other enrollm~nt groups. The sohools 
with over 1500 students have the greatest number of "other" 
public address courses. The courses which are charted under 
"other public address courses" are voice and diction, 
11sten1nz, oral English, business speaking, discussion, debate, 
persuasion, practical speaking, advanced speech, speech ror 
classroom teachers, argumentation, and basic speech, 
TADLE XIII 
FREQUE1'1CY OF FUNDAMBlJTALS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS COUF.SES 
No. of ?turnber Schools FUnda· Public or Enroll- No. or Report- mentals Speakin3 Other ment Schools 1ng Coursest Courses• Public. Total Separate No. Per No. Per Address No. ot Courses Cent Cent Courses Courses 
0-150 8 7 6 85.7 3 32.9 2 11 
151-300 22 21 18 85,7 10 47.6 14 42 
301-500 29 29 23 79.3 20 69 24 67 
501-750 16 16 13 81.3 12 75 9 34 
751-1000 8 8 6 75 7 8'( .5 5 18 
1001-1500 11 ll 10 90.9 B tz, 7 16 34 
over 1500 16 16 14 87.5 13 81.3 25 52 -- 
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In Table XIV the frequency or oral interpretation and 
theatre courses 1s shown in relationship to school enroll- 
ment. More schoolc with over 1500 students otter oral 
interpretation, aot1ng, and other theatre courses than the 
schools 1n any ot the other enrollnent groups. The small 
schools, with from Oto 150 students have a relatively 
large number of aating courses and other theatre courses. 
Courses under the heading "other" on Table XIV 1nolude play 
direction, theatre workshop, stagecraft, stage lighting, 
reoreational drama, ourvey of theatre, make up, history or 
theatre, history and apprea1at1on or theatre, "theatre 
U.S.A.", introduction to dramatic literature, pr1no1ples ot 
TABLE XIV 
FREQUENCY OP OAAL INTERPRETATION AND THEATP.E COUP.SES RELATED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
No. ot Oral 
Enroll- Schools Interpre- Ao ting No. of 
rnent With tat1ons Courses: Other Total Separate "No. Per No. Per Theatre No. or Courses Cent Cent Courses a Courses a 
0-150 7 l 14.3 3 32.9 9 13 
151-300 21 4 19.1 3 12.3 15 22 
301-500 29 11 37.9 7 24.1 17 35 
501-750 16 6 37.5 9 56.3 10 25 
751-1000 a 5 62.5 4 50 5 14 
1001-1500 11 a 72.7 6 54.5 14 28 
Over 1500 16 12 75. 20 125. 36 68 
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drama, modern drama, introduction to theatre arte, choral 
reading, oral reading, acting and Etazeeratt, acting and 
directing, advanced acting, dramatios, and appreciation or 
theatre. 
The greatest number ot schools with radio and TV courses 
bas; over 1001 students enrolled es may be seen on Table xv. 
A very small number or schools with an enrollment or under 
1000 have radio and TV oouraee. More courses in radio and 
TV are round in the schools with over 1500 students than in 
any other enrollment group. As it would be expected, because 
or the growth ot both the radio and TV industries in the past 
twenty-rive yeare, course offerings in radio and TV have 
greatly increased in the Junior colleges sinoe Ma.riner•s 
TABLE XV 
FRE~UZNCY OF RADIO AND TV COURSES AS RELATED TO ZCHCOL SIZE 
No. of Schools 
Schools With 
With Radio Separate coursesa 
Courses No. Per cent 
Enroll- ment 
Radio- 
TV 
Broad- 
casting a 
No. Per ... N-o-. -p-e-r 
Cent cent 
:Radio Produc- tions 
Other 
F.a.dio- 
'l'V Cour£ess No. Per Cent 
Total No. ot 
P.adio- 
TV Courses 
0·150 
151-300 
7 
21 
301-500 29 
501-750 16 
751-1000 a 
1001-1500 11 
Over 1500 16 
0 
3 14.3 1 4.8 3 14.3 4 
5 17.2 3 10.4 3 10.4 6 
4 25. 2 12.5 l 6.3 2 12.5 5 
l 12.5 l 12.5 1 
4 36.4 2 18.2 1 9.1 5 45.5 8 
a so s 31.3 9 56.3 10 62.5 24 
study in 1936. Mariner reported radio work in only three 
out ot 161 Junior colleges,7 while this study shows that 
thirty-seven schools orrer a total or forty-eight courses 
in radio and TV. 
The courses which nre tabulated under "other"1n Table xv 
include radio and TV production, radio broadcasting, radio 
writing, radio and TV announcing, control room operation, 
radio workshop, radio speech, radio and TV writing, radio 
and TV broadcasting and production, and TV production. 
The yearly class enrollment was reported bf about 8o 
per cent of the schools. The total number ot students re- 
ported in speech classes is 34,120. As shown on Table XVI, 
the greatest number ot students ~is enrolled in fundamentals 
where yearly enrollment ranges trom twelve to 1,500 students 
reachin~ a total or 18,101 students. Public speakin3 has 
the second largest enrollment of 5,628 students. Class size 
in public speaking ranges froo ten to 700. Those courses 
referred to as ~Miscellaneous" on Table XVI include parlia- 
mentary procedure, conference leadership, torens1cs, and 
individual clinic work. 
7 Sylvia D. itar1ner, Speech Education Elementary and S~cond~ Schools and Junior Coileges ot o'lahoma, WOrlcS-- ProGress AdLilnistriifTon of Oklahoma Speech survey ProJect s-44, 1936, p. 33. 
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TABLE XVI 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN SPEECH CLASSE3 
No. of Schools 
Course Reporting Total No. ot No. ot Students students Range 
1. Fundamentals 77 18,101 12-1,500 
2. Publ1c Speaking 62 5,628 10-~ 
~: Voice and Diction 21 1,695 15- Oral Interpretation 42 1,463 10-150 5. Acting 41 1,390 8-225 6. Theatre Workshop 17 576 10-80 
A: Stagecraft 21 537 6-200 Debate 29 
~~ 
5-90 9. Diaoussion 13 6-1000 10. Business Speaking 9 381 12-100 11. Radio-TV Broadcasting 11 
~~ 
10-100 
12. Radio Produation 14 10-90 
13. History of Theatre 12 2~0 3-7~ 14. Play Direction 
~ 
1 7 10- 0 15. Persuasion 143 5-100 16. Speech Correction 5 107 12-40 lA. Make up 3 74 4-60 
1 • Oral English 2 73 3-70 19. Listening 2 60 
20. Lighting 2 28 8-20 21. Other Public Address Courses 8 820 10-300 
22. Other Theatre Courses 30 791 7-75 
2~. Other Radio-TV courses 11 235 5-50 2. M1soellaneous 5 125 10-60 
Twenty-tive ditferent texts were listed as used in 
fundamentals and publia speakin3 oouraes. or these, the most 
frequently mentioned was Monroe•s Principles~ TypeG 2!_ 
Speech by thirty-four schools. The second most popular text 
was also by Monroe, Principles 2!_ Speech, the brier edition, 
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which was listed by ten schools. Nine schools listed Guide 
12, Good ~peech, by McBurney and Wrage; and seven listed 
Speecht pynamic Commun1eat1on, by Dickens. Six schools listed 
each or the following texts1 ~peakin~ Effectively, by 
Norvelle, Smith, and LarsonJ Dasie Principles 2£ Speech, by 
Sarrett and Foster; and General Speech!!!!, Introduction, by 
~1rd and Knower. 
Eight texts were listed for oral interpretation with 
Charlotte Lee's .Q!!.! Interpretation ranking first with twelve 
schools. !!!! ~.2! Interpretative Speech, by Woolbert and 
Melson was mentioned by nine schools, and four schools ind1· 
cated they were using Communicative Reading, by Aggert and 
Bowen.;,· 
Tt'1elve texts were mentioned for the various drama 
courses. Seven schools reported that they use A Primer tor - - 
Playgoers, by Wright; siX use Principles ot Theatre Art, by - - 
Albright, HalBtead, and Mitchell; five use Producing the 
Play, by G~ssner; four use Play Production, by Nelms; and 
tour use Modern Theatre Practise, by Selden, and Sellman. 
Only a few colleges reported a text tor radio and TV. 
,!Y~ Radio, by Chester and Garrison was listed by six 
sohools, and!!~ Radio Announo1ng, by ff¥de was listed by 
four schools. 
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A total ot 528 speeoh courses are taught in the 110 
public junior colleges covered in this survey. FUndamentals 
ot speech and public speaking are the only courses which 
appear in over 50 per cent ot the colleges. Oral interpreta- 
tion, acting, debate, and voice and diction are ottered 1n 
20 per cent or more or the 110 colleges. 
Subject matter that appeared most frequently as a unit 
ot instruction in some other course 18 persuasion in eighteen 
colleges. Twelve schools teach µnits in the following subject 
matters make up, listening, stage lighting, discussion, voice 
and diction, and phonet1os. Phonetics is the only subject 
in which there are units but no separate courses taught. 
The public Junior colleges are still far trom the goal 
set by the 1940 Committee on Junior College Speech Education 
as tundamentals ot speech is not yet required tor all students 
except those exempted by a speech prot1c1enay test aa was 
recommended by the Committee. Only 23.6 per cent of' the 110 
schools surveyed in this study require speech tor graduation, 
and only 75.5 per cent or the 110 schools ofter fundamentals 
or speeoh. 
Five schools offer courses in the techniques of speech 
oorreot1on, although the 1940 Committee said that such courses 
are not justified at the Junior college level. 
Amons the 110 public Junior colleges the number or 
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speech courses varies from one to thirty. The average number 
or speech courses io 4.8, the median and ~ode are both tour. 
The number of semester hours of speech 1n the 110 colleGes 
varies from one to eighty-three, the average is twelve, the 
median is ten, and the mode is three. Since 1944 there is 
a rise of 3.4 semester hours offered 1n epeech. 
More schools are otrer1n~ courses in fundamentals or 
speech, public speaking, and oral interpretation than they 
were 1n 1931. It is evident that many more speech courses 
are being offered in the Junior colleses or today than there 
were 30 years ago. 
More speech courses are taught 1n the public junior 
colleges of California than in any other ot the states. 
The greatest average number ot apeech coursea is offered 
by the schools with over 1500 students enrolled. The average 
nl.Unbc~ of speeoh courses is larzest in the schools which 
stress eeneral education as their primary goal. 
The schools with over 1500 Btudents also give the great- 
est number of semester credit hours in speech. Colle~es 
stressi113 college preparation, and those stress1n~ general 
education otter the greatest number or semester ored1t hours 
1n speech. 
over 75 per cent or all the schools in each enrollment 
group provide fundamentals or speech courses. More schools 
with an enrollment or from 1001 to 1500 students ofter 
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tundamentals than any other enrollment group. More schools 
1n the 751to1000 group ofter public speaking th:in do the 
other enrollment groups. The schools with over 1500 students 
have the greatest number or other public address courses. 
More schools with over 1500 students offer oral inter- 
pretation, aot1n~, and other theatre courses than the schools 
1n any or the other enrollment groups. The small schools, 
with from o to 150 students have a relatively large number 
ot acting courses and other theatre courses. 
The greatest number or schools with radio and TV courses 
has over 1001 students enrolled. A very small number or 
sahools with an enrollment or under 1000 have radio and TV 
cour3es. More courses in radio and TV are round int~ 
schools with over 1500 students than in any other enrollment 
group. Due to the growth in both the radio and TV industries 
in the past twenty-rive years, course offerings in radio and 
TV have increased in the junior colleges since Mariner•s 
study in 1936. Mariner reported radio work in only three 
out or 161 Junior colleges~ while thia study shows that 
thirty-seven sohools orrer a total or forty-eight courses 
in radio and TV. 
The yearly class enrollment in speech was reported by 
about 80 per cent of the schools. The total number of stu- 
dents reported in speech classes is 34,120. The greatest 
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number or students 1s enrolled in tundame~tals where yearly 
er:rollnient l'anges from twelve to 1,500 students reaching a 
total or 18,101 students. Public speaking has the second 
largest enrollment of 5,628 students. Yearly enrollment 1n 
public speaking courses ranges from ten to 700. 
Twenty-five different texts were listed ns u3ed 1n 
fundamentals and public speaking courses. or these, the most 
trequently mentioned was Monroe's Pr1nc1plee !!!9, t)rpes ~ 
Speech by thi1•ty-four schools. The second most popular text 
was also by Monroe, Principles~ Speech, the brief edition, 
which wns listed by ten schools. ?line schools listed Guide 
!2, ~ S~ech, by McBUrney- and Wrage; and seven 11cted 
Speech: Dynamic comrnun1oat1on, by Dickens. Six ochools listed 
each or the follcwinc texta: Speakin~ Effectively, by Norvelle, 
Smith, ~nd Larson; Basic Principles£!. Speech, by Sarrett and 
Foster; and General Speech,!!'.!, Introduction, by Bcird nnd 
Knower. Eight texta were l1ated for orcl 1nterpretat1ol'l with 
Charlotte Lee'a ~Interpretation ranking first with twelve 
schools. ~~..£!Interpretative Speech, by Wooltert and 
Nelson wns mentioned by nine schools, and four echoolc listed 
Coil'!l1un1cat1ve Reading, by Aggert and Dowen. 
Twelve texts were mentioned for the various drama courses. 
Seven schools reported that they use~ Primer.!.£!: Playgoers, 
by Wright; six use Principles or Theatre Art, by Albright, 
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Halstead, and Mitchell; five USO ProducinS !!:!! Play, by 
Gassner; tour use Play Produat1on, by Nelms; and Modern 
Theatre Practise, by Selden, and Sellman. 
Only a rew colleges reported a text tor radio and TV. 
TV and Radio, by Chester and Garrison was listed by six -----· 
schools, and !Y ~Radio Announcing, by Hyde was listed by 
tour schools. 
CHAPTER V 
EQUIPMENT 
One or the main weaknesses indicated in the speech 
program of publio junior college3 covered by th1a survey 
was lack of equipment. This chapter will enumerabe the 
eq,u1pment ·which was listed as beint; used by the junior 
aolleg~s. The qu~st1onna1re asked for the amount of each 
type of equipment, but this question was unanswered in many 
cases, so it is impossible tc determine how mani p1eJes or 
e3ah type or equipment are in the schools. 
Table XVII shows that seventy, or 63.6 per cent, or the 
110 colleges have proscenium stages. or the schools in the 
Oto 150 enrollment group, 87.5 per cent have eqU1pped 
prosaeniurn stages. Although there are only a few sohools in 
this category there seems to be a tendenoy for the very small 
schools to have some sort or a proscenium stage. Over 50 
per cent or all the schools, except those with 501 to 750 
students, has equipped proscenium stages. The word, 
"equipped," is misleading, however, because some colleges 
indicated that the stage has noth1n~ more than a few drapes 
and general lighting equipment while others indicated that 
they hav~ excellent lighting aystems, counter-weight 
systems, fly space, and cycloramas. The same ie true or 
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the word •equipped" when used 1n assooiat1on with arena stages, 
radio studios, and TV studios, for there seems to be no con- 
sistency in the number of pieces of equipment used. 
Fifteen schools, or 13.6 per cent, of the 110 Junior 
colleges reported that they have access to an arena stage. 
The schools in the 1001 to 1500 group have the largest per- 
centage of arena stages. Only twenty-nine, or 27.1 per cent 
or the 110 public Junior colleges have radio studios, and 
five, or 4.6 per cent ot the schools have TV studios. The 
colleges with an enrollment or over 1500 have the greatest 
percentage or radio ard TV studios. 
TABLE XVII 
NUMBER OF SCHOOW WITH EQUIPPED STAGES AND RADIO AND TV STUDIOS COMPARED TO SCHOOLS SIZE 
Schools Schools Schools Schools Enroll- No. of With With With With ment Schools Proscenium Arena Radio TV sta~es Sta5es Studios Studios No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
0-150 8 7 87.5 
151-300 22 12 54.5 1 4.6 4 17.7 
301-500 29 20 69. 6 20.7 7 24.1 
501-750 16 6 37.5 1 6.3 2 12.5 l 6.3 
751-1000 8 6 75. 4 50. 
1000-1500 11 8 72.2 4 36.4 3 27.3 3 18.8 
Over 1500 16 11 68.8 3 18.8 9 56.3 3 18.8 
110 - - Total 70 15 29 5 
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In Table XVIII which charts the use ot machines used 
in speech instruction, 105, or 94.6 per cent, or the 110 
public Junior college3 have some type or a recorder which 
1s available for use in speech classes. Although some schools 
indicated that they had all three kinds or recorders, tape, 
w1re, and disc, 104 have tape recorders, nine have wire re- 
corders, and seventeen have d1sa recorders. Public address 
systems can be found in eighty-one, or 74.7 per cent, or the 
110 public Junior colleges. Over 60 per cent or the colleges 
in every enrollment group has a 
1a used by the speech students. 
schools indicated that they have 
public address system which 
over So per cent or all the 
a phonograph available. A 
rew schools have stereophonio phonographs. Over 70 per cent 
or the schools in all the enrollment groups have film pro- 
jectors; a total or eighty-seven, or 79.8 per cent or the 
colleges reported euoh proJeotors. 
Charted under "other" on Table XVIII are the fifteen 
schools which reported machines other than recorders, public 
address systems, and phonographs. Nine schools, or 8.2 per 
cent, of the 110 colleges reported the use ot an audiometer; 
six, or 5,5 per cent or the colleges have variable loudness 
indicators, most or which are on the recording machines; one 
college has a variable pitch indicator; one has an oso1llo- 
scope; one has a slide projector; one has a film strip pro- 
jector; and one has a speech performance signaler. The larger 
schools with over 1500 students have the largest number or 
"other" machines. 
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In Table XIX, which charts miscellaneous equipment, it 
can be seen that e1.ghty-two, or 74.6 per cent, of the 110 
schools have phonograph records at their d1eposal with 50 
per cent or more of the schools in eaoh enrollment category 
listing them. A total of 53, or 48.2 per cent, of the col- 
leges have movie tilm available tor epeech classes. More 
schools in the over 1500 enrollment group have film than any 
ot the remD1n1ng echools. 
TABLE XIX 
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 
Artie. Model Word or 
Enroll- No. of Records P1lm L1ets La~s ment Schools No. Per No. Per No. Per No.er Cent Cent Cent Cent 
0-150 8 4 50. 2 25. 2 25. 
151-300 22 14 63. 9 40.9 6 27.7 2 9.1 
301-500 29 21 72.4 12 41.4 8 27.6 4 10.3 
501-750 16 11 62.5 5 31.3 6 37.5 1 6.3 
751 .. 1000 8 6 75. 5 61.5 2 25. l 12.5 
1001-1500 11 11 100. 5 45.5 1 9.1 4 36.4 
Over 1500 16 15 93.8 15 93.8 5 32.5 5 32.5 - - - 
Total 110 82 53 30 17 
Only thirty, or 27.3 per cent of the colleges use articu- 
lation word lists. More schools with 501 to 750 students use 
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articulation word lists than any other enrollment group. 
Models or the larynx are used by only seventeen, or 15.5 
per cent, of the 110 colleges, with mere or the larger schools, 
trom 1001 to over 1500, owning such equipment. One or the 
instruotors answering the questionnaire wrote that he would 
like to use a model of the larynx, but did not know where 1t 
could be purchased. 
A tew other pieces or equipment were listed, but they 
were not included on the tables because ot their special nature. 
One school or 150 students reported the use or sound proot 
listening studios. Los Angeles City College, with over 1500 
students, posseeses a sound motion picture camera, a radio 
sound truck, ·and remote radio equipment. One large Cali- 
fornia school ot over 1500 students indicated the use of a 
thirty-station radio laboratory. Several schools mentioned 
that they have other equipment but did not state specifically 
what it was. 
Although lack or equipment was one or the most frequently 
listed weaknesses there seems to be a fair distribution and 
amount or the most essential equipment used tor speech train- 
ing such as stages, recorders, public address systems, phono- 
graphs, film projectors, and records. The lack or such 
equipment in a rev echools suggests that the teaching or 
some units or speech work is either very limited or non- 
existent in those particular colleges. All or the schools 
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do not have every article discu~sed above. Those instructors 
who say that they lack equipment probably have only a few or 
the machines and materials discussed in this chapter, and 
teel the need for more of them to raoilitate the teaching or 
speech. 
SUMMARY 
Seventy, or 63.6 per cent, or the 110 public Junior 
colleges have proscenium stages. The greatest percentage 
or the schools with proscenium stages can be round 1n the 
Oto 150 enrollment group. There seems to be a tendency tor 
the very small schools to have some type of a proscenium 
stage. Over 50 per cent or all the echools exoept those with 
501 to 750 students have equipped proscenium stages. 
Only fifteen, or 13.6 per oent, or the schools have 
arena stages. The largest percentage of schools with arena 
stages 1s found in the schools with 1001 to 1500 students. 
The greatest percentage of radio and TV studios is round in 
!chools with an enrollment or over 1500. Only twenty-nine, 
or 27.1 per oent, or the colleges have radio studios, and 
only five, or 4.6 per cent or the 110 colleges have TV 
studios. 
One hundred five, or 94.6 per cent or the 110 publio 
Junior colleges have some type or recorder available for 
speech classes. Over 60 per cent ot the colleges in every 
enrollment group have a public address system used by speech 
students. Over 80 per cent or all the schools indicated the 
availability or a phonograph. More than 70 per cent or all 
the schools have film projectors. The schools with over 1500 
students have almost all of the "othern machines 1nolUd1ng 
aud1orr~ters, variable loudness and pitch indicators, oscillo- 
soopes, slide and film strip projectors, and speech per- 
formance indicators. 
Eighty-two, or 74.6 per cent, or the 110 schools have 
phonograph records at their disposal with 50 per cent or more 
or the schools in each enrollment category listing them. A 
total or 53, or 48.2 per cent, of the colleges have movie 
tilm available for speech classes. More schools in the over 
1500 enrollment group have film than any of the remaining 
groups. 
Only thirty, or 27.3 per cent or the colleges use articu- 
lation word lists. More schools with 501 to 750 students use 
articulation word lists than any othe~ enrollment group. 
Models of the larynx are used by only seventeen, or 15.5 per 
cent, or the 110 colleges, with more or the larger schools, 
from 1001 to over 1500, owning such equipment. 
Thel'e seems to be a fair distribution and amount of the 
most essential equipment used for speech training such as 
stages, recorders, public address systems, phonographs, film 
projeotors, and records. Those instructors who say that 
they lack equipment probably have only a few or the machines 
and materials discussed in this chapter, and feel the need 
ror more of them to rac111tate the teaching or speech. 
CHAPTER VI 
SPECIAL S.tmVICES 
An important part of any speech program 1s the speech 
therapy given to students who have both major and minor 
speech defects. However, only thirty-five,, or 31.8 per 
cent,, or the 110 public Junior colleges covered by th1a 
survey offer some type or speech therapy service. Of these, 
thirty-one schools provide therapy outside or the regularly 
scheduled claGses, and four colleges provide it as a part 
of some other olass. There is a total or thirty-six teachers 
who do speech therapy in these thirty-four schools. or 
those who work in speech therapy, eleven are full-time school 
emplo1ed apeech therapists, eight are part-time therapists, 
fifteen are speech instructors, one is a school psycholo- 
gist, and one 1s the chairman or the speech department. One 
school did not designate the teacher who is the speech cor- 
rect1on1st. Two or the collec;es have two teachers employed 
in speech correction; the rest or the colleges have only 
one person doing that work. Although the 1940 Cotmlittee on 
Junior Colle~e Speech Education specified that speech cor- 
rection should be done by a qualified correotionist,1 it is 
1 Krozgel, ..2.2.:.. .ill.:,., p, 410. 
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obvious that this recommendation is not followed in many or 
the publ1o junior colleges today. Seventy-five, or 68.2 per 
cent, of the 110 schools do not orr~r any type or speech 
correction for their studento. 
Table XX shows that the greatest number of schools with 
TADLE XX 
?ro?'.DER OF SCHOOLS WHICH OFFER SPEECH THERAPY AND NUMBER OF SFEECH CORRECTION INSTRUCTORS COMPARED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
No. of No. of No. ot No. or Schools Full- Part· Speech 
Enroll- No. or with time tiri.ae Ins true- ment Schools Speeah Thera- Th~ra- tors do• Correo- piets piste ing cor- tion rect1on 
0·150 8 2 l l 
150-300 22 8 3 3 1 
301-500 29 7 4 1 2 
501-750 16 5 1 4 
751-1000 8 3 1 2 
1001-1500 11 3 2 
Over 1500 16 1 2 3 3 
Total 110 35 11 8 15 
Others Doing 
Therapy Work 
l 
1 
2 
therapy is in the 151 to 300 group. There are more full-time 
speech therupists employed 1n the schools with 301 to 500 
students than in the other enrollment groups. 
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In Table XXI where colleges ottering speech therapy 
are compared with school objectives it is seen that the 
greatest number or schools offering speech correction has 
the primary aim ot college preparation. 
Only nine, or a.2 per cent, or the 110 colleges own 
and operate a epeeah clinic. Twenty-tive or the 110 schools 
have access to a clinic which is located in their respective 
counties, public school systems, or a nearby college or 
TABLE XXI 
NUMBER OP SCHOOI.S WITH SPEECH THERAPY COMPARED WITH SCHOOL OBJECTIVES 
Objective No. ot No. or Schools Schools w1th Speech Correction 
Terminal Education 7 3 
College Preparation 66 24 
Vocational Education 2 l 
General Education 19 5 
All or All But One Equal 9 1 
College Preparation and Terminal Education 5 l 
College Parallel 2 
university. In Mar1ner•s 1936 study or 161 junior colleges, 
sixteen, or 9.9 per cent of the schools reported that they 
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2 had a speech clinic, and in Pox•s study ot seventy-rive 
western Junior colleges made in 1941 only one had a speech 
clinic and three others had access to a clinic operated by 
another agency.3 This could possibly indicate that since 
1936 there has been a slight decrease in the number ot speech 
clinics owned and operated by Junior colleges1 however, there 
is an increase in the number ot schools which have access to 
a apeeoh clinic which will serve their students. 
Table XIII indicates that the greatest number ot speech 
TABLE XIII 
SPEECH CLINIC FACILITIES COMPARED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
Enroll- No. of ment School a 
0-150 8 
151-300 22 
301-500 29 
501-750 16 
751-1000 8 
1001-1500 11 
Over 1500 16 
Total 110 
No. OWning No. With Access Clinics to Clinics 
l 1 
5 
5 8 
1 4 
l 3 
3 
l 10 
9 34 
2 Mariner,~~' p. 33. 
3 Fox, .£2.:. ~' p. 105 .. 
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clinics is owned by those schools in the 301 to 500 enroll- 
ment group while the schools with over 1500 students have 
access to the greatest number of clinics which are operated 
by an outside agency. 
In Table XXIII it can be ~een that thoae echools with 
college preparation as their main obJective both own and have 
access to the greatest number ot clinics. 
TABLE XIIII 
SPEECH CLINIC FACILITIES COMPARED TO SCHOOL OBJECTIVF.s 
ObJeot1ve No. ot No. Owning No. With Access Schools Clinics to Clinics 
Terminal Education 7 
College Preparation 66 
Vocational Education 2 
General Education 19 
All or All BUt One Equal 9 
College Preparation and 
5 Terminal Education 
College Parallel 2 
Total 110 
1 
7 
1 
2 
22 
l 
5 
3 
1 
9 34 
SOMMAR'! 
Only thirty-five, or 31.8 per cent, ot the 110 public 
Junior colleges covered by this survey offer some type ot 
speech therapy work. Of these, thirty-one schools ofter 
therapy outside or the re~ularly scheduled classes, and tour 
colleges offer it as a part of some other course. 
There is a total of thirty-six teachers doing therapy 
work in the thirty-five schools. Eleven of those who do 
therapy work are full-time school employed speech thcrap1ats, 
eight are part-time therapists, fifteen are speech instruc- 
tors, one is a 3chool psychologist, and one is the chairman 
or the apeech department. Seventy-five, or 68.2 per cent, 
of the 110 schools do not offer any type or speech correction 
tor their students. 
The greatest number or schools with speech therapy is 
found in the 151 to 300 enrollment group, There are more 
full-time speech therapists employed by the schools with 
from 301 to 500 students than by any other eize school. 
The largest number or Dchools ottering correction stresses 
the primary aim of college preparation. 
Only nine, or 8.2 per cent, of the 110 public Junior 
colleees own and operate a speech clinic. Twenty-five or 
the 110 colleges have access to a clinic located nearby. 
There baa seemingly been a decrease sinoe the 1936 study ot 
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junior colleges in the number or cl1n1os owned and operated 
by Junior colleges, but an 1nore~se in the.number or schools 
which have ncoeas to speech clinics. 
The greatest number or speech clinics is owned by those 
schools 1n the 301 to 500 enrollment group while the sohools 
with over 1500 students have aacess to the most clin1os run 
by other agencies. The schools with college preparation aa 
their main goal both own and have access to the greatest 
number or speech cl1n1as. 
CHAPTER VII 
SPEECH FACULTY 
Since there are 528 speech couraea taur;ht in the public 
Junior colleges, 1t is interesting to discover the status or 
the instructors who teach these courses. A total or 272 
instructors teach speech in 109 or the public Junior colleges 
surveyed in this study. One school does not have any speech 
teachers. Forty-one, or 37.6 per cent, or the 109 public 
junior colleges have only one speech teacher. Thirty-three, 
or 30.3 per cent, or the schools have two speech tenchera. 
The rema1n1nc thirty-five schools have three or more speech 
teachers. One hundred sixty-three or the 272 teachers are 
part-time speech instructors, and 109 are full-ti.me speech 
instructors. Twenty-seven schools have only one part-time 
speech teacher; thie is the most often indicated teaching 
situation among the public Junior colleges; two part-time 
teachers is the second moat co.r.unon teaching situation in 
the public Junior collegcJ; and third, are the fourteen 
ochools with one full-time speech instructor. Eleven schools 
have one tull-time and one part-time speech teacher. 
The largest number of full-time speech teachers in any 
one echool is eight, and the largest number or part-tiJLe 
teachers is twelve. The other schools have a variety or 
arrangements, as is ohown in these resultsi 
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Speech Instructors 
Two part-time and one tull-time 
Two part-time and two full-time 
Five part-time 
Three part-time and one tull-t1me 
Three part-time and three full-time 
Four part-time 
Six part-time 
Three full-time 
Five full-time 
Seven tull-time 
Four part-time and tour tull-t1me 
Three part-time and eight full-time 
Four part-time and two full-time 
Two part-time and six f"ull-time 
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No. or Schools 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
In Table XXIV1 where the speech faculty is co:npared to 
school size, it can be seen that the schools with over 1500 
etud~nts have the 3reatest number of both full-time and part- 
time spee~h instructors, In the schools with from Oto 150 
students the average or the total nureber or speech instruc- 
tors is lcwest, or 1.3 instructors per school. The average 
number or instructors grows in proportion to the size or the 
schooln until the category or the schools with over 1500 
studant3 is reached. The college~ with over 1500 otudants 
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have an averece ot more than twice as many speech 1nabructors 
per school thtln the achoolo 1n any other enrollment group. 
TABLE XXIV 
SPEECH FACULT':l COMPARED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
No. ot No. or No. ot Average ot 
Schools Full- Part- Total Total No. Enroll· with time time No. ot of Speech ment Speech Speech Speech Speech Teachers Teachers Teachers Teachers Teachers 
0·150 1 l 8 9 1.3 
150-300 22 6 26 32 1.5 
301-500 29 14 39 53 1.8 
501-750 16 10 24 34 2.1 
751-1000 8 7 13 20 2.5 
1001-1500 11 18 11 29 2.6 
Over 1500 16 53 42 95 5.3 
Total 109 109 163 272 
Table llV shows that there 18 the large3t average ntunber, 
which is three f'ull-t1me speech teachers per school, 1n the 
schools with all or all but one or the junior college obJeo- 
t1ves equal. The one school with part-time speech instructors 
stressing vocational education has twelve part-time teachers, 
making the average muoh h1~er than that or other schools. 
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Exolus1ve ot that college~ the schools with all or all but 
one objective equal have the largest average number or 2.7 
part-time teachers per school. The largest total number or 
speech teachers can be round in the schools which stress 
college preparation. 
Because or the great variety and 1nconG1stency in the 
answers to the question asking for the number or credit hours 
in speech taught per week, the calculations were not round 
to be meaningful, and theretore were not tabulated. 
One hundred seven or the 109 f'ull-t1me speech teachers 
have had college training in speech. The speech training was 
not listed for two or the full-time epeech instructors. 
Ninety-nine, or 92.5 per cent or the 107 full-time speech 
teachers have, college speech majors, and eight, or 7.5 per 
cent, of the 107 full-time teachers have college speech minors. 
Tnble XXVI shows that in all, except the schools with 
trom 751to1500 students, over 90 per cent of the tull-time 
teachers have college speech maJors. 
The speech training or 160 or the 163 part-time speech 
1nstruotors wns reported. Seventy-eight, or 48.8 per cent, 
ot the part-time teachers or speech have college speech maJor~. 
There !s a greater percentage or tull·t1me teachers with 
speech majors than part-time teachers with speech :mnjors; 
the difference is 43.7 per cent. Forty-rive, or 28.1 per 
cent, or the part-time teachers have speech minors. More 
96 
part-time teachers have speech minors than full-time teaohersJ 
the differenoe is 20.6 per cent. Thirty-seven or the part- 
time speech instructors have had no speech training. 
TABLE XXVI 
COLLEGE SPEECH TRAINING OF FULL-TIME INSTRUCTORS 
AS RELATED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
Ho. ot No. Per No. Per No. Not FUll-time with Cent with Cent Answering 
Enroll- Instructors Speech 1d th Speech with ment Majors Speech Minors Speech Majors Minors 
0-150 1 1 100.0 
151-300 6 6 100.0 
301-500 14 13 92.9 l 7.1 
501-750 10 9 90. 1 
751-1000 7 6 85.7 1 14.3 
1001-1500 18 15 83.3 2 11.1 l 
Over 1500 53 49 92.5 4 7.5 
Total 109 99 8 2 
Table XXVII shows the relationship tetween the speech 
training of the part-time speech teachers and school size. 
The table shows that more or the part-time instructors in 
the schools with 1001 to 1500 students have speech maJors 
than in any other enrollment group. Fewer of the part-time 
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teachers in the schools with 0 to 150 students have college 
speech majors ttun the teachers in any or the other groups. 
A greater percentage of the part-time teachers in schools 
with 301 to 500 students has speech minors than any of the 
other categories. There are fewer teachers with speech 
training in the schools with 501 to 750 students than in 
any or the other enrollment categories. 
The academia degrees or 263 ot the 272 speech teachers 
were reported. Twenty-tour, or 9.1 per cent, ot the public 
Junior college speech instructor~ have bachclorc degrees; 
216, or 82.1 per cent have masters degrees; and twenty-three, 
or 8.8 per cent, have Ph.D. desrees. Table XXVIII shows 
that the schools with 501 to 750 etudents have the larcest 
percentage or speech teaoher! with bachelors aegrees. The 
schools with 751 to 1000 students have the la~est percentage 
of speech teachers with masters degrees. The schools with 
over 1500 students h:lve the largest percentage or speech 
instru.ators with Ph.D. degrees. 
Table XXIX comparea:the academic degrees of the epeech 
teachers covered in thir ~tudy- with those round by Bietry 
in 19311, Mariner 1n 1936,2 and Pox in 1949.3 Since 1931 
1 B1etry, .£E..:. ~' p. 207. 
2 Mariner, .£E..:. .!:.!!.:_, P • 31. 
3 Fox, on.~' p. 116. 
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there has been a decrease 1n the percentage or both bachelors 
and masters de~rees held by the epeech 1nstruotors in the 
Junior colleges. There has: .. been an increase since 1931, 
however, in the percentage or Ph.D. degrees found among the 
speech teachers ot the Junior colleges. It is also evident 
that in every study, except M:lr1ner•s in 1936, there have 
been ~ore teachers with masters degrees than with any other 
degree. 
SUMMARY 
: total or 272 instructors teach speech in 109 or the 
publia junior colleges covered by this survey. Forty-one, 
er 37.6 per cent, ot the 109 public Junior colleges have only 
one speech teacher. Thirty-three, or 30.3 per cent, or the 
schools have two speech teachers. The rema1n1n3 thirty-rive 
schools have three or more speech teachers. 
One hundred sixty-three or the 272 teaohers are part- 
time speech 1nstruotors, and 109 are full-time speech in- 
structors. 
Twenty-seven schools have only one part-time speech 
teacher; this 1s the most otten indicated teaching situation 
in the public junior colle~es. Two part-time instructors 
is the eeoond moot co:nrnon teaching situation in the public 
Junior colleges. Third, are the fourteen nehools with one 
full-time S?eech instructor. Th~ lorgeat number of full-time 
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speech teachers in one school is eight, and the largest 
number or part-time teachers 1s twelve. 
The schools with ever 1500 students have the greatest 
number or both tull-time and part-time speech instructors. 
The average number or speech instructors 1s lowest in the 
schools with rrom Oto 150. The average number or instructors 
grows in proportion to the size of the schools until the 
category or the schools with cvar 1500 students 1s reached. 
The colle3es with over 1500 students have an average or more 
than twice as many speech instructors per school as the 
sohools in any other enrollment group, 
The largest average num~er or three full-time speech 
teachers per school is found in the colleges with ell or 
all but one ot the objectives equal. The large3t average 
number or 2.7 part-time teachers per school is also found 
in the colleges with all or all but one obJeotive equal. 
One hundred seven full-time speech instructors have had 
colle~e speech training. Ninety-nine, or 92.5 per cent, or 
the 107 full-time speech instructors have college speech 
majors, and eight, or 7.5 per cent of the 107 full-time 
1nstruotors have college apeech minors. The previous train- 
ing for two of the teaohers wns not listed. 
In allot the sohools except those with 751 to 1500 
students over 90 per oent of the full-time teachers have 
college speech majors. 
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The speech training or 160 of the 163 part-time teachers 
was reported. Seventy-eieht, or 48,8 per cent ot the part- 
t1me speech teachers have college speech majors. There is a 
greater percentage or full-time teachers with speech maJors 
than part-time teachers with speech majors; the difference 
is 43,7 per cent. Forty-five, er 2B.1 per cent, or the part- 
time teachers have speech minors. There is 20.6 per cent 
more part-time speech teachers with speech minors than tull- 
time speech teachers with speech minors. Thirty-seven or 
the part-time teachers have had no speech training. 
More or the part-time instructors in the schools with 
1001 to 1500 students have speech majors than in any other 
enrollment group. A greater percentage ot the part-time 
teachers in schools with 301 to 500 students has speech 
minors than any ot the other teachers. 
The academic degrees or 263 or the 272 speech teachers 
were reported. Twenty-tour, or 9.1 per cent, or the instruc- 
tors have bachelors degrees1 216, or 82.1 per cent have 
masters degreesJ and twenty-three, or 8.8 per cent, have Ph.D. 
degrees. The schools with 501 to 750 students have the 
largest percentage or speech te~chers with masters degrees, 
~h1le the schools with over 1500 students have the largest 
percentage or speech instructors with Ph.D. degrees. 
Sinoe 1931 there has been a decrease in the percentage 
ot speech instructors with both bachelors and masters degrees 
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1n the Junior colleges. There has been an increase since 
1931, however, in the percentage of Ph.D. degrees found among 
the speech teachers of the Junior colleges. It 1s also 
evident that in every study, except Mariner's 1n 1936, there 
have been more teachers with masters degrees than with any 
other degree. 
CHAPTER VIII 
co-CURRICULAR SPEECH ACTIVITIES 
A co-curricular speech program can be a learning 
precess as well as it can be helpful in increasing student 
interest in speech activities. Eighty-nine, or 80.9 per 
cent, or the 110 public Junior colleges covered by this study 
offer co-curricular speech activities for their students. 
In 1936 Mariner round that 46, or 28.6 per cent, or the 161 
1 schools she surveyed had co-curricular speech. Thererore, 
there has been a 52.3 per cent increase in the past twenty- 
tive years in the number of junior colleges with co-currioular 
speech. Fitteen of the twenty-one colleges which do not 
offer co-ourricular work in speech do partioipate, as a part 
or regular classroom work, in eome or the activities which 
the ei~hty-seven schools engaged in co-currioularly, such as 
some roren~1c events, and the production or plays. 
on Table xxx, which shows the distribution or schools 
with co-ourricular speech programs compared to school size, 
it can be seen that 75 per cent or more or the schools in 
each enrollment category have co-curricular speech programs. 
1 Mariner, .22.:_ ~· p. 34. 
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The largest percentage or sohoola with co-curricular speeoh 
is in the 1001to1500 enrollment category. 
TABLE XXX 
DISTRIBUTION OP SCHOOLS WITH CO-CURRICULAR SPEECH PROGRAMS AS TO SCHOOL SIZE 
Enroll· No. or With Co- ment Schools curricular Speech No. Per cent 
0-150 8 7 87.5 
151-300 22 18 81.8 
301-500 29 23 79.3 
501-750 16 12 75. 
751-1000 8 7 87.5 
1001-1500 11 10 90.9 
over 1500 16 12 75. 
All Sehoole 110 89 80.9 
Table XXXI shows that, although over 50 per cent or the 
schools with all or the junior college objectives have 
oo-currioular speech, more or the schools which etress 
general education have oo-~urricular programs than the col- 
leges with the remaining objectives. 
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TABLE XXXI 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS WITH CO-CURRICULAR SPEECH PROGRAMS AS TO SCHOOL OBJECTIVES 
No. of With Co- 
Objectives Schools curricular SEeech Ro. Per cenE 
Terminal Education 7 6 87.7 
College Preparation 66 52 78.8 
Vocational Education 2 l 50. 
General Education 19 18 94.7 
All or All But One Equal 9 6 66.7 
College Preparation and 
5 4 Bo. Terminal Eduoa tion 
College Parallel 2 l 50. 
In Table :XXXII it can be seen that fifty-tour, or 49.1 
per cent, or the 110 school8 sponsor and/or participate in 
community forums and/or discussions co-curricularly. The 
greatest percentage of schools participating in these act1v1- 
t1es is in the 1001 to 1500 enrollment group. 
It 1s seen 1n Table XXXIII that a greater percentage ot 
schools with general education as their primary objective 
participates and/or sponsors corrunun1ty discussions and/or 
forums than the other colleges. None or the schools stressing 
vocational education, beth college preparation and terminal 
eduoat1on, or college parallel courses offers this event. 
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TABLE XXXII 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN AND/OR SPONSORING 
COMMUNITY DISCU.::JIOI-JS AND/OR .1''0RUMS COMPARED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
Ho. of Schools with Discussions Schools and(or Forums 
No. Per Cent 
8 2 25. 
22 9 40.9 
29 17 58.6 
16 8 50. 
8 3 37.5 
11 8 12.1 
16 7 43.8 
Enroll- ment 
0-150 
151-300 
301-500 
501-750 
751-1000 
1001-1500 
Over 1500 
TABLE XXXIII 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN AND/OR SPONSORING COMMUNITY DISCUSSIONS AND/OR FORUM~ COMPARED TO SCHOOL OBJECTIVES 
No. of Schools with Discussions Objective Schools and(:or Forums No. 15er ~ent 
Terminal F..ducat1on 7 3 42.9 
College Preparation 66 36 54.s 
General Education 19 ll 57.9 
Vocational Education 2 0 
All or All .But One Equal 9 4 44.4 
College Preparation and 
Terminal Education 5 0 
College Parallel 2 0 
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The purpose of a speaker's bureau in a college is to 
maintain a list cf students who can epeak or perform tor 
com:nunity entertainment upon request. Tables XXXIV and xxxv 
show that twenty-eight, or 25.6 per cent, or the 110 schools 
have speaker's tureaus, the greatest percentage or which are 
in the colleges that have over 1500 student8 enrclled. 
Speaker's bureau$ do not occur frequently on the public Junior 
collea;e campue, but those schools etrees1ng all four or all 
four but one obJeot1ve, college preparation, terminal educa- 
tion, and zeneral education have a fair percentaee of schools 
with bureaus. 
TABLE XXXIV 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS WITH SPEAKER'S BuPHUS COMPARED WITH SCHOOL SIZE 
Enroll- No. of No. with Per Cent with ment Schools Bureaus Bureaus 
0-150 8 2 25 
151-300 22 1 4.5 
301-500 29 4 13.8 
501-750 16 7 43.8 
751-1000 8 2 25. 
1001-1500 11 4 36.4 
Over 1.500 16 8 50 
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TABLE XXXV 
NUMDER OF SCHOOL$ WITH SPEft.KER'S BUF.EAUS COi'iPARED WITH SCHOOL OBJECTIVES 
m = = 
Objectives No. of No. with Per Cent with Schools Bureaus Bureaus 
Terminal Education 7 2 
College Preparation 66 21 
General Education 19 2 
Vocst1onal Education 2 0 
All or All But One Equal 9 3 
College Preparation and 
5 0 Tennin~l Eduaation 
College ra1'allel 2 0 
28.6 
31.8 
10.5 
33. 
The production of non-competitive one-act plays 12 a 
co-curricular activity in forty-seven, or 42.7 per cent, or 
the 110 publio junior colleges. Table XX:XVI show~ that a 
total of 142 one-act plays are produced yearly as a part of 
the co-ourricular programs of the forty-seven junior colleges. 
A greater percentage or the sohools 1n the 301 to 500 and 
1001 to 1500 enrcll~~nt groups give one-aot plays than the 
remainder of' the schools. Not iuoluded on the table are two 
schools in the 151 to 300 group which stated that they give 
some one-act plays, but did not say how manyJ and two schools 
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in the over 1500 group which did the same. 
TABLE XXXVI 
FREQUENCY OF ONE-ACT PLAYS COMPARED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
No. No. Per Cent No. ot 
Enroll- or with with One-Ao ta men ts Schools One-Acts One-Acts lUgn tow 'l'o~aI 
0-150 8 1 12.5 3 
151-300 22 9 40.9 1 1 23 
301-500 29 16 55.2 9 1 55 
501-750 16 6 37.5 5 2 23 
751-1000 8 2 25 3 2 5 
1001-1500 11 6 54.6 4 1 14 
Over 1500 16 7 43.8 4 2 19 
In comparing the frequency or one-act plays to sohool 
obJeotives in Table XXXVII it can be seen that the greatest 
percentage of schools giving one-acts has general education 
aa their primary aim. The largest total number or one-act 
plays is produoed by the schools stressing college preparation. 
The .figures under "high'' on the table show the greatest 
number of one-acts preeented by any one school l'11th a par- 
ticular objective. The figures under "low" shows the smallest 
number of plays presented by any one school with a particular 
objective. 
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TABLE XXXVII 
FREQUENCY OF ONE-ACT PLAYS COMPARED TO OBJECTIVES 
No. No. Per Cent Uo. of Objective ot with with One-Acts Schools One-Acts One-Ao ts Hign tow To,;ar 
Terminal Education 7 3 42.9 4 2 9 
College Preparation 66 29 43.9 9 l 88 
General Education 19 10 53.2 6 l 31 
Vocational Education 2 0 
All or All But One 
4 44.4 8 Equal 9 3 1 
College Preparation and Terminal 5 l 20 6 Education 
College Parallel 2 0 
Eighty-four, or 76.4 pe1• cent, of the 110 junior colleges 
produce non-competitive full-length plays. One hundred 
eighty-nine full-length plays are produced yearly by the 
eighty-four public junior colleges. Table XXXVIII shows 
that over 60 per cent or all the schools produce full-length 
plays, but a greater percentage or the tchools in the two 
enrollment groups with 751 to 1500 students has full-length 
plays than any ot the other enrollment groups. In every 
enrollment category more schools produce full-length plays 
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one can see when Tables XXXVI and XXXVIII than one-acts as 
are compared. 
TABLE X:XXVIII 
FREQUENCY OF FULL-LENGTH PLAYS COMPARED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
No. Schools with No. ot Enroll- or Full-length Plala Plaza ment Schools Ro. -Per ~en~ Rign Low 'l'oEaI 
0-150 8 5 62.5 3 1 9 
151-300 22 14 63.6 3 1 28 
301-500 29 24 82.7 5 1 47 
501-750 16 11 68.8 4 1 23 
751-1000 8 7 87.5 5 1 18 
1001-1500 11 11 100. 6 1 28 
Over 1500 16 12 75. 4 l 36 
In Table XX:XIX 1t can be eeen that the greatest per- 
centage or schools giving full-length plays is, first, the 
schools which stress both college preparation and terminal 
edueationJ and second, the schools which stress general edu- 
cation. The largest total number or full-length plays 18 
produced by schools stressing college preparation. 
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TABLE XX:XIX 
FREQUENCY OF FULL-LENGTH PLAYS COMPARED TO OBJECTIVES 
No. scF1-ools with No. or Objective of Full-len~th Plals Plala Sohools No. Per cenf lt!gn I:ow 'l'o~a I 
Terminal Education 1 5 71.4 4 2 13 
College Preparation 66 50 75.8 6 l 110 
Vocational 
1 50. Education 2 l 
General Education 19 18 94.7 5 l 41 
All or All But One 
9 6 66.7 4 Equal l 16 
College Preparation and Term.1nal 
5 5 100. Education 3 1 11 
College Parallel 2 0 
The production ot both one-a~t and tull-length plays is 
the most common type ot non-oompe~!t1ve co-curricular event 
related to speech. Mariner, in 1936, round this true also.2 
The co-ourr1cular use ot local radio studios ror student 
training occurs in fitty, or 40.5 per cent, or the public 
Junior colleges. The use or local TV studios is very limited 
as it occurs in only sixteen, or 14 per cent, ot the 110 
junior colleges. 
2 Mariner, Ibid., p. 32. 
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A greater percentage ot the schools in the 1001-1500 
category uses local radio studios than any other enrollment 
group as is shown on Table XL. Fifty per eent or more or the 
schools in all the enrollment groups with over 300 students 
uses looal radio tao111ties. Schools 1n the 301 to 500 group, 
and all the larger sohools, with 751 to over 1500 students, 
use looal TV fao111t1es, with a larger percentage of the 
sohools in the 301 to 500 category using them than any other 
group. 
TABLE XL 
FREQUENCY OF THE USE OP LOCAL RADIO AND TV STUDIOS 
RELATED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
No. Sohools Using Schools Using Enroll- or Radio Studios TV Studios ment Schools No. Per Cent No. Per cen~ 
0-150 8 1 12.5 0 
151-300 22 8 36.4 0 
301-500 29 15 51.7 8 27.6 
501-750 16 8 50. 0 
751-1000 8 4 50. 1 12.5 
1001-1500 11 7 63.6 3 27.3 
Over 1500 16 7 43.8 4 25. 
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Table XLI shows that more schools with general education 
as their primary aim use local radio studios than any or the 
other schools. The greatest nuwber or schools using local 
TV studios stresses terminal education. 
TABLE XLI 
FREQUENCY OF THE USE OF LOCAL RADIO AND TV STUDIOS RELATED TO SCHOOL OBJECTIVES 
Objective No. Schools Using Schools Using ot Radio Studios TV Studios Schools No. Per Cent No. Per cenf 
Terminal Education 7 2 
College Preparation 66 32 
Oeneral Eduoat1on 19 10 
Vocational Education 2 0 
All or All But One Equal 9 4 
College Preparation and 
5 2 Terminal Education 
Coll~ge Prallel 2 0 
28.6 
48.5 
52.6 
42.9 
13.5 
15.8 
3 
9 
3 
0 
1 11.l 44.4 
40 0 
0 
In forty-two or the eighty-six schools which reported 
the number or teaohers supervising co-ourricUlar activities, 
there is only one raoulty supervisor. Table XLII shows that 
colleges with over 1500 students have the largest number and 
greatest average number of instructors directing co-curricular 
speech activities. The figures in the column entitled •high" 
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on Table XLII represent the highest number ot teachers 
sponsoring oo-curr1cular activities in any one school in a 
particular enrollment group. The figures in the column 
labeled "low~ represent the smallest number of teachers 
sponsoring co-curricular activities in any one school in 8 
particular enrollment group. 
TABLE XLII 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS SPONSORING CO·CORRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
No. ot 
Enroll- Schools llo. or Teachers ment Reporting 
Hie;n Teachers Iow Xveraee To~aI 
0-150 7 2 l 1.3 9 
151-300 17 2 1 1.4 24 
301-500 22 3 l 1.4 31 
501-750 12 3 1 1.7 20 
751-1000 7 2 1 1.4 10 
1001-1500 10 3 1 1.8 20 
Over 1500 11 7 l 3.2 35 
There are several different sources from which co- 
curr1cular prcgra~s are financed in the Junicr coll~ge3• 
Thirty-five or the eighty-nine Junior colleges with co- 
curricular speech programs recelve money for their co-curricular 
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aot1v1ties from two sources. Thirty-one schools finance 
their activities from only one source. Nine schools support 
their co-curricular activities from three financial sources, 
and three colleges have four sources. Three of the schools 
with co-curricular speech programs did not state their 
t1nano1al source. 
A total ot sixteen ot the thirty-one schools who have 
only one financial source tinance their co-curricular act1v1- 
t1es by a school budget solely, nine echcols receive financial 
aid trom a student activities tee, tive colleges use the 
profits trom school plays and ooncesa1ons, and one school 
uses tees paid by participants. The remaining fifty-five 
TABLE XLIII 
NUMBER 01 FINANCIAL SOURCES FOR CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES RELATED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
Enroll- One Two ment source Sources 
0-150 3 1 
151-300 6 10 
301-500 7 8 
501-750 4 6 
751-1000 1 3 
1001-1500 6 2 
Over 1500 4 5 
Total 31 35 
Three Sources Four Sources· 
l 
3 
l 
l 
2 
l 
2 
l 
9 3 
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schools which have more than one t1nanc1al source receive 
money from a combination of the above sources. Table XLIII 
shows the number or financial sourceo compared to school size. 
There seems to be no relationship between the size or the 
school and the number or sources used to finance oo-ourrioular 
programs. 
seventy-two or the eighty-nine schools with co- 
currioular speech activities reported the adequacy ot funds 
used tor co-curricular activities. Forty schools reported 
that their runds are insufficient and thirty-two stated that 
their finances are sufficient. The amount or money used for 
co-curricular activities ranges from $20 to $6000. Table XLIV 
shows that the average amount or money used for co-curricular 
activities is higher in the schools With over 1500 ~tudents 
than in any or the other schools. The figures in the column 
labeled "high" in Table XLIV represent the largest emount or 
money used for co-curricular aet1v1t1es in any one school 
in a particular enrollment group. The figures in the "low• 
column represent the smallest amount or money used for co- 
currioular activities in any one school in a particular 
enrollment group. 
The following discussion ot torens1c, drama, and inter- 
pretation intra- and inter-school events 1s limited to com- 
petitive contest activities only since this is what was 
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TABLE XUV 
~~OU!i.1T OF MO~"EY USED FOR co-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES COMPARED TO SCHOOL SIZE 
Enroll- No. of No. Reporting Amount of Monez ment Schools Amount or Mgh tow Average Money 
0-150 8 2 $ 500 $ 20 $ 260. 
151-300 22 8 1500 50 487.50 
301-500 29 16 1500 50 451.56 
501-750 16 8 2000 40 780. 
751-1000 8 5 Boo 200 420. 
1001-1500 11 8 1200 100 625. 
over 1500 16 10 6000 28 1710.30 
specified by the questionnaire. Table XLV shows that more 
colleges have competitive events within their schools than 
meet with other sohoolsJ the same ~as true in Fox•s survey 
or seventy-five Weetern Junior colleges in 1949.3 Only t1tty 
colleges, or 45.5 per oent, of the colleges reported 1nter- 
school speech programs, while in Mariner's 1936 study e1ghty- 
s1x, or 53.4 per cent, of the 161 schools surveyed had 1nter- 
mural speech programs. These numbers represent a decrease 
3 Fox, .£1?.:. ~' p. 132 .. 
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or 7.9 per cent in inter-~chool progrnm3 1n the Junior 
colleges sinoe 1936.4 The schcols with an enrollment or 
751 to 1000 and over 1500 are the only groups in which over 
50 per cent of the schools provide speeoh competition with 
other colleges. while over 50 per cent of all the ochools 
with an enrollment ranging from 501 to over 1500 have 1ntra- 
achool competitive events. 
TABLE XLV 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS WITH COMPETITIVE CO-CORP.ICULAR 
SPEECH EVElITS AS TO SCHOOL SIZE 
S~hools with Schools with 
Enroll- No. of Inter-School Intra-School ment Schools Act1v1t1es Activities 
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
0-150 8 2 25. l 12.5 
151-300 22 7 31.8 10 45.5 
301-500 29 14 48.3 14 48.3 
501-750 16 7 42.5 9 56.3 
751-1000 8 5 62.5 5 62.5 
1001-1500 11 4 36.4 8 72.7 
Over 1500 16 11 68.8 11 63.8 - 
All Schools 110 50 59 
4 M1riner, ~ ~' p. 34. 
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Table XLVI shows that sohools in the categories ot 
terminal education, ~11 four or all four but one equal, and 
general education groups have the ~reatest number or both 
1nter·echool and intra-school speech programs. 
TABLE XLVI 
DISTRIBt1l'ION OF SCHOOLS WITH COMPETITIVE CO-CURRICULAR SPEECH EVENI'S AS THE SCHOOL SIZE 
Sohools with Schools with No. or Inter-Sahool Intrn-School Objective Sohools Activities Activities Ro. Per Cent No. Per Cen~ 
Terminal Education 7 4 57.1 4 57.1 
College Preparation 66 27 lio.9 33 50. 
Vocational Education 2 l 50. 1 50. 
General Education 19 10 52.6 11 57.9 
All or All But One Equal 9 5 55.6 7 11.a 
College Preparation and 
5 2 40. 40. Termin~l Education 2 
College Parallel 2 l 50. 1 50. 
c 
Table XLVII shows that although debate and extemporane- 
ous speaking are intra-school competitive events in only 
th1rty-three of the fifty-nine schools which offer intra- 
sohool events they are the most commonly included forensic 
events. The greatest number of intra-school forensic events 
1a round in the two groups with from 151 to 500 students. 
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The events listed under "ot.her-" in Tables XLVII, XLVIII, 
and XLIX incl~de: (l) eight to five t1!.nutc speeches in a 
cpeech osscntly, (2) public address, (3) par11anentnry pro- 
cedurc, and (4) educational TV conference. 
TABLE XLVII 
FREQUENCY OF INTRA-SCHOOL FORENSIC EVENTS 
Number in Sohools with Enrollment or 
Event o- 151- 301- 501- 751- 1001- Over 150 300 500 750 1000 1500 1500 Total 
Debate 4 9 3 4 7 6 33 
Discussion 8 6 2 2 5 1 24 
Original oratory ., 5 5 2 2 2 4 20 _,. 
Extemporaneous 
l 6 6 Speaking 5 3 5 7 33 
Radio speech l 5 3 5 14 
After Dinner 4 4 Speaking 2 2 3 1 16 
Impromptu 6 4 4 Speaking 3 2 2 21 
I.egialative 1 1 Assembly l l l 5 
Other 1 2 1 4 
Total 2 39 39 17 16 34 23 
only thirty-six or the 110 3chools covered in this 
survey compete with other schools in debate, however, debate 
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is the most commonly included inter-school forensic event. 
Second, is extemporaneous speaking in thirty-three schoolsi 
and third, is original oratory in thirty-two schools. 
TABLE XLVIII 
FREQUENCY OF INTER•SCHOOL FORENSIC EVENTS 
Number in Schools with Enrollment ot Event 0- 151- 301- 501- 751- loo!- Over 150 300 500 750 1000 1500 1500 Total 
Debate 5 11 4 3 3 10 36 
Discussion 5 3 2 1 2 4 17 
Original Oratory 6 7 4 2 3 10 32 
Extemporaneous 
2 5 8 4 4 8 Speaking 2 33 
Radio Speech l 3 4 1 1 10 
After Dinner 
6 Speaking 5 1 2 2 4 20 
Impromptu 
2 4 3 6 Speaking 2 2 19 
Legislative 
l l Assembly 1 2 5 
Other - - 1 1 2 - 
Total 3 32 44 19 13 17 46 
The column provided in the questionnaire tor the number 
or students participating in each forensic event was tilled 
in by about one-half or the speech instructors who have 
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forensic events in their schools. Therefore, a computation 
or the number or students in forensic events would not be 
meaningful. However, a simple count or the data seems to 
indicate that the number or students participating in forensic 
events is larger in the college3 with over 1000 students than 
in the smaller colleges. There also seems to be more students 
who participate in extemporaneous speaking than any other 
single event. several Junior colleges indicated that they 
require some or the competitive events ot entire speech 
classes. They are as tollowsa two schools require competi- 
tive discussion or entire classes, two require original 
oratory ot entire speech classes, three require extemporaneous 
speaking, one requires after dinner speaking, and one requires 
impromptu speaking. 
Table XLIX shows that poetry reading and prose reading 
are the most frequently used intra-school competitive drama 
and interpretation events in the public Junior colleges. All 
or the other aot1v1t1es take plaoe 1n fewer than twenty 
sohools, with humorous dealamat1on being the least cccmon 
event. The greatest number or these contests take place in 
the schools with over 1500 students. 
In Table L 1t can be seen that drama and interpretation 
events are seldom used tor inter-school contests. Poetry 
reading is the most frequent ot all the events. Schools with 
an enrollment of trom 301 to 500 students have a larger total 
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TABLE XLIX 
FREQUENCY OF INTRA-SCHOOL DRAMA AND INTERPRETATION EVENT$ 
Number in Schools with Enrollment ot Event 0- 151- 301- 501- '751- 1001- over 150 300 500 750 1000 1500 1500 Total 
One-Act Plays 3 4 4 0 4 3 18 
Poetry Reading 1 4 6 I~ 2 4 7 28 
Prose Reading 4 6 2 l 3 7 23 
Play Reading 3 3 2 0 3 6 17 
Dramatic 
2 3 3 Declamation l l 3 2 15 
Humorous 
3 3 l Declamation 1 0 2 2 12 
Other 1 2 2 3 8 - - 
Total 3 20 27 18 5 21 30 
n\.UDber or 1nter-sohool drama and interpretation events than 
echools in any other enrollment category. A comparison or 
Tables XLIX and L shows that more drama and interpretation 
contests take place as intra-school meets than as 1nter- 
sohool meets. 
All forensic and drama and interpretation events are 
more often than not Judged popular by those who tilled out 
the questionnaires. 
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TABLE L 
FREQUENCY OF COMPETITIVE INTER-SCHOOL DRAMA AND INTERPRETATION EVENTS 
Number Schools with Enrollment ot 
Event o- 151- 301- 501- 751- 1001- Over 150 300 500 750 1000 1500 1500 Total 
partlolpatlng In: 
One-Act Plays l 2 3 1 1 2 10 
Poetry Reading 1 4 7 3 3 2 6 26 
Prose Reading 3 4 3 1 6 17 
Play Reading 2 2 1 4 9 
Dramatic Declamation 1 l 5 2 l 2 12 
Humorous 
1 1 3 Dealamation 2 7 
Other 1 l 1 l 4 - - - - 
Total 4 13 25 8 a 6 21 
Since such a small number ot instructors tilled 1n the 
eolur:in on the questionnaire which asked about the number ot 
student participants in each drama and interpretation event, 
computation or this data seemed to laok meaningfulness. More 
etudentz, however, appear to tnke part in conpet1t1vc one- 
aot plays than any other or the drama and interpretation 
events. One school requires participation in competitive 
one-nets or an entire dramatics class, and two schools 
require poetry reading of entire speech classes. 
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SUMMARY 
Eighty-nine, or 80.9 per cent, or the 110 public Junior 
oolleges covered by this study otter co-curricular speech 
activities for their students. There has been a 52.3 per 
cent increase in the number or Junior colleges with co- 
curricular speech in the past twenty-five years since 
Mariner's 1936 study. 
The largest percentage or schools with co-curricular 
speeoh 1s 1n the 1001 to 1500 enrollment category. More or 
the schools which stress general education have co-curricular 
programs than the colleges with the remaining objectives. 
Fifty-tour, or 49.1 per cent, or the 110 schools sponsor 
and/or participate in community rorums and/or discussions 
co-curricularly. The greatest percentage or schools part1o1- 
pat1ng in these aot1v1ties is in the 1001 to 1500 enrollment 
group. A greater percentage or schools with general eduoa- 
tion as their primary objective participates and/or sponsors 
community discussions and/or torums than the other colleges. 
Twenty-eight, or 25.6 per cent, or the 110 schools have 
speaker's bureaus, the greatest percentage or which 1s in 
the colleges that have over 1500 students enrolled. 
The produotion of non-competitive one-act playa 1s a 
co-curricular activity in forty-seven, or 42.7 per cent, or 
the 110 publ1a junior colleges. A total or 142 one-act plays 
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are produced yearly as a part of the co-curr1cular programs 
ot the forty-seven Junior colleges. A greater percentage 
ot the schools in the 301 to 500 and 1001to1500 enrollment 
groups gives one-act plays than the remainder ot the schools 
gives. The greatest percentage or schools giving one-act 
plays haa general education es their pr1maey aim. The 
largest total number or one-act plays .:is:. produced by the 
aohools stressing college preparation. 
Eighty-tour, or 76.4 per cent, or tho 110 Junior col- 
leges produce non-competitive full-length plays. One hundred 
eighty-nine full-length plays are produced yearly by the 
eighty-tour public Junior colleges. A greater percentage 
or the schools in the two enrollment groups with 751to1500 
students have·ru11-1ength plays than any ot the other en- 
rollment groups. The greatest percentage of schools giving 
full-length plays are, first, the schools which stress both 
college preparation and terminal education; and second, the 
schools which stress general education. 
The production of both one-act and tull-length plaJs 
1s the most common type or non-ccmpet1t1ve co-curricular 
event related to speech. }lar1nar, in 193G, foun~ this true 
also. 
The co-curricular use or local radio studios for student 
tra1n1ng occurs in fifty, or 40.5 per cent, ot the publ1o 
Junior colleges. The use or local TV studios is limited as 
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1t occurs in only sixteen, or 14 per cent, or the 110 public 
junior colleges. A greater percentage or the 3Chools in the 
1001 to 1500 category use looal radio studios than any other 
enrollment group. A lareer percentaee of the schools !n 
the 301 to 500 category use local TV rac111t1es than the 
schools in any other group. More schools with ~eneral educa- 
tion as their primary aim use local radio studios than any 
ot the other schools. The greatest number ot schools using 
local 'r'l studios stresses terminal education. 
In forty-two or the e1ghty·s1.x schools which reported 
the number ot teachers supervising co-curricular activities, 
there is only one faculty superv1eor. The colleges with over 
1500 students have the largest number and greatest average 
number of instructors directing co-curricular speech activities. 
Thirty-five of the eighty-nine junior colleges With 
co-curricular speech programs receive money tor their co- 
curricular activities from only one source. 
Forty or the seventy-two colleges which reported the 
adequacy or funds used for co-curr1cular activities stated 
that their runds are insufficient. Thirty-two stated that 
their finances are suttioient. The amount or money used tor 
co-curricular act1v1t1ee ranges from $20 to $6ooo. The average 
amount or money used tor co-curricular activities is higher 
in the schools with over 1500 students than in any or the 
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other schools. 
More colleges h:ive intra-school oompet1t1ve apeeoh 
events than have 1nter-echool events. There has been a 
decrease or 7.9 per cent in inter-school programs in the 
Junior colleges 81nce 1936. 
Debate and extemporaneous speaking are intra-school 
oompetitive events in only thirty-three of tho r1rty-nine 
aohools which otter intra-school events; they are, however, 
the most coI?Oonly inoluded forensic events. The greatest 
number ot 1ntra-sohool rorens1o events is round in the two 
groups with trom 151 to 500 students. 
Only th1rty-a1x or the 110 schools covered in this 
survey compete with other schools in debate, however, debate 
1a the oost often 1noluded inter-school rorensic event. 
The number or students participating 1n rorensic events 
1a larger in the colleges with over 1000 students toon 1n 
the sm..1ller colleges. '!'here also aeems to be more ntudents 
who participate in extemporaneous speaking than any other 
single event. 
Poetry read1n~ and prose reading are the mont frequently 
participated in intra-school ccm:;>etit1vc dram nnd interpre- 
tation events in the public Junior aolle~es. 
Drama and interpretation events are seldom used for 
inter-sohool contests. Poetry reading is the moat frequent 
of all theerents. Schools with an enrollment of from 301 to 
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500 students have a larger total number or inter-school 
drama and interpretation events than schools in any other 
enrollment category. 
All torens1o and drama and interpretation events are 
more often than not judged popular by those who tilled out 
the questionnaires. 
More students seem to take part 1n competitive one-act 
plays than any other or the drama and interpretation events. 
CHAPTER IX 
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGE SPEECH PROGRAMS 
The questionnaire used in the present survey requested 
that instructors list the strengths and weaknesses ot the 
speech programs in their colleges. More strengths than 
weaknesses of the public Junior college speech programs are 
reported. The most predominant strength, occurring in eleven 
colleges, is that the primary emphasis in the teaching ot 
speech courses is on performance rather than theory. Ten 
colleges indicate that the students develop the necessary 
selt-contidence and poise through their speech courses. An 
equal number ot schools report a well-trained start as one 
or the strengths or their speech programs. The speech otter- 
1ngs are felt to be up-to-date and strong in nine schools. 
Eight colleges state that the speech department is fully 
supported by the administration and taoulty. Seven of the 
people answering the questionnaire think that their epeeoh 
programs are especially stron~ because they are oriented to 
the needs or the students. Seven colleges report that the 
speech program 1a well balanced and pertorma good services 
tor the community in which the college is located. 
Six colleges list excellent equipment as one ot their 
strengths. student exposure to noteworthy plays is also 
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listed by six colleges. Pive schools say that their speech 
classes are ta1rly small, and that they give a great deal 
ot individual attention to their speech students, have an 
excellent dramatics program, and otter an excellent public 
speaking program. There are five schools which have a radio 
and/or TV studio which allow them to otter superior student 
training in these fields. Four schools indicate that their 
strengths are that they have a strong fundamentals course, 
an outstanding play production course, excellent stUdent 
interest in drama, speech required tor graduation, and drama 
open to everyone 1n the college. 
other strengths listed by more than one college ares 
a strong torensica program, an excellent debate program, a 
satistactory theatre plant, an especially good oral interpre- 
tation course, and student appreciation ot speech. 
Allot the problems round by Short, such as lack or 
student and community interest in speech, and the d1tt1culty 
in scheduling play rehearsals because or the lack or student 
time,1 are listed by the Junior college speech instructors. 
There are many other problems reported also. The most fre- 
quently cited d1tt1cult1es are the need tor more speech 
instructors, in twenty collegesJ and, although six colleges 
l Fred Short, "Problems ot Starting a Junior College Speech and Drama Department," The Junior College Journal XIX l, September, pp. 35·37. - ' ' · 
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list excellent equipment as one ot their strengths, the 
instructors in t1tteen colleges teel that there is a definite 
need ror more adequate equipment. The great need tor better 
equipment is also often indicated in both earlier studies 
by Bietry and Mariner. 
tack or student interest in speech and in co-curricular 
speech activities occurs in nine colleges. Instructors in 
eight schools say that there is a need tor more varied speech 
offerings. The need tor co-curricular activities, and the 
contl1ot in the use or student time appear as common d1tt1- 
culties in administering speech programs in seven colleges. 
The speech instruotora in six schools teel that an organized 
speech department would greatly strengthen their speech pro- 
grams. The lack ot time, which appears prominently in both 
Bietry and Mariner's studies remains a problem even after 
thirty years, as it is mentioned by six or the schools. The 
need is expressed by six colleges for more space for the 
speech classes, and some work in speech therapy. Five 1n- 
etruotors state that speech classes are too large1 this 18 
the same number who say speech classes are fairly small. 
Five instructors believe that speech should be required for 
graduation 1n their sohools. Although ten colleges report 
a well-trained speech start, five or these answering the 
questionnaire teel that there is a lack or teacher training 
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since some instructors who teach speech have been trained 
primarily in English. One man says that he strongly believes 
that all English teachers should also be trained in speech 
because, in the junior college situation, the English teachers 
are very likely to be teaching speech too. 
Other weaknesses mentioned by instructors 1n more than 
one school are that there are not enough drama courses or 
second-year speech courses, epeech should be more than a 
two-hour course, the quality ot debate is poor, a forensics 
program is needed, there are not enough inter-school speech 
activities ottered, there is a lack or community interest in 
the speech prosram, and a lack or appreciation ot the activi- 
ties or the speech department by both administration and 
other taculty members. 
SUMMARY 
Altogether there are more strengths than weaknesses 
listed. The most frequent strength, occurring in eleven 
colleges, is that the primary emphasis in the teaching or 
speech courses is on performance rather than theory. Ten 
schools indicate that the students develop the necessary 
self-confidence and poise through their speech courses. An 
equal number reports that they have a well-trained speech 
start. Other common strengths ares an up-to-date and 
strong speech curriculum, tull support ot the speech program 
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by the administration and faculty, speech programs oriented 
to the needs ot the students, a speech program which 1s well- 
balanced and perfol'L'13 services for the community in which 
the college is located, and student exposure to noteworthy 
plays. Six colleges list excellent eqUipment as one ot their 
strengths. Pive schools say that their speech classes are 
fairly amall. 
Other strengths includes a great deal of 1nd1v1dual 
attention to the students, an excellent dramatics program, 
an outstanding public speaking program, a radio and/or TV 
studio which offers superior student training in these fields, 
a strong tundamentals course, an especially good play pro- 
duction course, excellent student interest in drama, speech 
required for graduation, and drama open to everyone 1n the 
college. 
Twenty colleges expressed the need for more speech in- 
structors; this appeared to be the most common or the weak- 
nesses listed by the 110 public Junior college&. Although 
six colleges list excellent equipment as one of their 
strengths, the instructors 1n fifteen colleges reel that 
there 1a n definite need for mere nde~uate equipment. Other 
common weaknesses ares lack or student interest in speech 
end co-ourricular aot1v1t1es, the need for more varied speech 
orrer1ngs, the need for co-curricular act1v1t1es, the contliot 
in the use of student time, the r1eed for an organized speech 
department, lack or time, laok of adequate space tor classroom 
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activities, need for work in speech therapy, and overly 
large classes. Some schools report that their teachers 
are trained primarily 1n English and lack both background 
and experience in the teaching or speech. 
CHAPTER X 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
This study was conducted for the purpose or determining 
so far as possible the status of the speech programs or the 
public Junior colleges or the United States. The problem 
was twofoldi first to determine the status or both curricu- 
lar and co-curricular speech ottering~ in the public junior 
oollegeJ and seoond, to determine, it any growth has taken 
place in the junior college speech program in the past thirty 
_years. 
In order to carry out the objectives, a survey was 
conducted. Questionnaires were sent to 236 public Junior 
colleges in all parts of the United States. One hundred ten 
usable questionnaires were returned trom colleges in thirty 
states. The data were aocp1led. Related literature was read. 
It was round from the results or this survey that the 
public junior colleges offer courses and oo-ourr1cular activJ.. 
ties 1n almost every area or speech education. The ques- 
tionnaires trom 110 public Junior colleges revealed these 
findings: 
(1) Forty-four, or 39 per cent, or the 110 colleges have 
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separate ~peech departments. Forty-nine, or 46 per cent, 
have speech aa a part of the English department, and sixteen, 
or 15 per cent, offer speech in sou.e department other than 
speech or English. 
(2) Sixty-three or the s1xty-e1x schools which do not have 
departmental status tor speech do offer epeech instruction 
in a separate course. One school provides speech 1nstruot1on 
in a communications course, and one as a part or an English 
course. 
(3) College preparation is the primary objective 1n the 
greatest number or public Junior colleges. General education 
.is the second most frequent objective, and the other objec- 
tives tollow in their order ot importances all obJeotives 
or all but one equal, terminal education, college preparation 
and terminal education, vocational education, and college 
parallelism. 
(4) Only twenty-six, or 23.6 per cent, or the 110 echoola 
require a speech course tor graduation. The average require- 
ment is 2.6 semester hours or speech. Forty-eight schools 
require a speech course of students majoring in various areas. 
(5) A total of 528 epeech courses are taught 1n the 110 
public junior colleges. Fundamentals ot speech is offered 
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in 75.5 per cent or the colleges, and public speaking 1a 
offered in 60.9 per cent ot the colleges. The only courses 
which are ottered in 20 pex- cent or more ot the 110 colleges 
are oral interpretation, acting, debate, and voice and 
diction. 
(a) Among the 110 colleges the number ot speech courses 
ottered in the individual schools var1e$ from one to 
thirty; the average number of speech courses is 4.8. 
(b) The number or semester hours ot speech in the indi- 
vidual school3 varie3 from one to eighty-three; the 
average is twelve. 
(6) The yearly class enrollment in speech courses 1n the So 
per cent or the schools which answered the question reaches 
an approximate total or 34,120 stUdents. The greatest number 
of students 1s enrolled in fundamentals. Public speaking 
has the second largest enrollment. 
(7) The most widely used speech textbooks are i Mc·nrce 's 
Principles~ TyPes E!. Speech; Monroe•s Principles 2£ Speech, 
the brief edition; NcBurney and Wrage•s Guide to Good Soeech• --- --- .........__ . , 
Charlotte Lee's~ InteryretationJ and Wright's~ Pr1r.1er 
.!:£!: Playgoer~. 
(8) The moat frequently liated type or equipment 1s some 
variety or recorder which is available 1n 1051 or 94.6 per 
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cent, or the 110 colleges. There seems to be a rair distri- 
bution and amount or the most essential equipment used for 
speech training such as stages, recorders, public address 
srstems, phonographs, tilm proJector3, and records. 
(9) Only thirty-tive, or 31.8 per cent, ot the 110 colleges 
provide some type ot speech therap1 for their students. 
(a) Thirty-one schools or the thirty-five with 
therapy ofter therapy outside or the regularly 
scheduled classes, and four colleges offer it as a 
part or some other course. 
(b) Only nine, or 8.2 per cent, or the 110 colleges 
own and operate a speech clinic. Twenty-five colleges 
have access to a clinic located nearby. 
(10) A total of 272 instructors teach speech in 109 ot the 
public Junior colleges. 
(a) Forty-one, or 37.6 per cent, or the 109 colleges 
have only one speech teacher. 
(b) Thirty-three, or 30.0 per cent or the schools 
have two speech teachers. Thirty-rive schools have 
three or more speech teachers. 
(o) One hundred sixty-three or the 272 teachers are 
part-time speech instructors, and 109 are tull-t1me 
speeoh !nstruotors. 
(d) The most often indicated teaching situation 18 one 
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part-t1.me speeoh teacher. 
(11) All of the one hundred 5even full-time speech instructors 
whose speech training was reported, have had speech training 
in college. Ninety-nine, or 92.5 per cent, or the 107 ru11- 
t1me speech instructors have college speech majors; and eight, 
or 7.5 per cent, or the 107 full-time instructors have col- 
lege speech minors. 
(12) seventy-eight, or 48.8 per cent, of the 160 part-time 
teachers whose speech training was reported have college 
speech majors. Porty-five, or 28.1 per cent, have speech 
minors. Thirty-seven of the part-t1ce 1nstruotora have had 
no speech training. 
(13) The academic degrees or 263 ot the 272 speech teachers 
were reported. Tlro hundred sixteen, or 82.1 per cent have 
masters degrees; twenty-four, or 9.l per cent ot the in- 
structors have bachelors degrees; and twenty-three, or a.a 
per cent, have Ph.D. degrees. 
(14) Eighty-nine, or 80.9 per cent, or the 110 public junior 
colleges covered by this study offer co-curricular speech 
act1vit1ea for their students. 
(a) Fifty-four, or 49.1 per cent, of the 110 schools 
eponaor and/or participate in community forums and/or 
discussions co-ourricularly. 
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(b) Twenty-eight, or 25.6 per cent, ot the 110 schools 
have apeaker•s bureaus. 
(15) The production or both one-aot and tull-length plays 
is the most prevalent type or non-competitive co-curricular 
event related to speech, 
(a) Forty-seven, or 42.7 per cent, or the 110 colleges 
present non-competitive one-acts. 
(b) Eighty-tour, or 76.4 per cent, or them produce 
non-competitive tull-length plays. 
(16) The co-curricular use ot local radio studios tor stUdent 
training occurs in fitt1, or 40.5 per centa ot the public 
Junior colleges. 
(17) The use ot local TV studios is limited, as it occurs in 
only sixteen, or 14 per cent, ot the 110 public Junior colleges. 
(18) In torty-two ot the e1ghty-a1.x schools which reported 
the number of teachers supervising co-curricular act1v1t1es, 
there is only cne faculty supervisor. 
(19) Thirty-rive or the eighty-nine Junior colleges with 
co-curricular speech programs receive money for their co- 
currioular activities from only one source, such as school 
budget, income from plays and concessions, or school aat1v1ty 
furlds. 
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(a) Forty ot the seventy-two colleges which reported 
the adequacy or ~nds u3ed tor co-curricular activities 
stated that their funds are 1nsuffio1ent. Thirty-two 
stated that their funds are sufficient. 
(b) The amount ot money used tor co-curricular activities 
rariges from $20 to $6000. 
(20) More colleges report participntion in intra-school 
competitive speeah events than in inter-school events. The 
following is the results of the questions on intra-sohool 
and inter-school events& 
{a) Debate and extemporaneous speaking are the cost 
frequent intra-school events among the collegeSJ thece 
events are aot1v1t1ea in thirty-three or the tifty-n1ne 
schools with intra-school events. 
(b) Debate is the most frequently included inter-school 
forensic event. 
(c) There seem to be more students who participate in 
extemporaneous speaking than any other single forensic 
event. 
(d) Drama and interpretation events are seldom used tor 
1nter-sohool contests. Poetry reading is the most fre- 
quently used event or this kind. 
(e) Poetry reeding and prose reading are the meat fre- 
quently used intra-school ccmpet1t1ve drama and interpre- 
tation events in the public Junior colleges. 
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(r) More student$ seem to take part 1n competitive 
one-act pla1s than in any other or the drama and 
interpretation events. 
(21) The most orten listed stren~th ot the speech progra~s 
in the 110 colleges is that the primary emphasis in the 
teachinc of speech courses 1s on performance rather than 
theory. Other strengths repeatedly listed are that students 
develop the necessary self-contidence and poise through their 
speech courses, and that there is a well-trained speeoh start. 
(22) The most oormnon weakness 1e the need tor more speech in- 
structors. Other frequently listed weaknessea are the need 
for more adequate equipment, lack ot student interest in 
speech and co-curricular act1v1t1es, and the need for more 
varied speech orreringa. 
CONCLUSIO?JS 
The statue ct curricular and co-curricular speech in 
some of the junior colleges is impressive. There are, however, 
some oolleges in which speech 1n~truct1on is definitely lack- 
in~. 
(1) Only a little over one-third ot the Junior colleges 
have separate speech departments. The other colleges 
otter speech in an Englith 6epartment, er in various 
other departments. 
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(2) Only one rourth or the colleges require speech or 
all their students for graduation. 
(3) The two most rrequently offered speech cour&es are 
fundamentals or speech in 75.5 per cent or the col- 
leges, and publ1o epeakin~ 1n 60.9 per cent of tho 
junior colleges. This suggests that college aditinis- 
tratoro prcbably feel that these ccurses test suit the 
needs or the averaGe junior college student. 
(4) More curricular and co-curricular speech activities 
occur 1n the schools with over 1000 students than 1n 
the smaller schools. The larger schools also have 
more radio and TV studios, more adequate equipment, 
more than twice the average number or speech instruc- 
tors, more part-time teaohera with speech majors, more 
speech instructors with Ph.D. degrees, and more money 
to spend on co-curricular speech activities than any 
of the smaller schools. 
(5) The schools which stres3 general education have a 
greater percentage or currioular and co-curr1aular 
speeoh pro3rams than the schoola with other objeot1ves. 
(6) With regard to ~he two previous conclusions, the 
ideal Junior college for a student who wants opportunity 
1n speeoh education should be one with over 1000 stUdenta 
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w~1ch stressea general education as its primary objective. 
(7) Although fundamentals end public speaking courses 
are the most frequently offered courses in the public 
Junior college, the ~mallest schools offer more drama 
and interpretation courses than any other speech courses. 
A greater percentage or these schools have equipped 
prosoenium stages th:ln other aohools. 
(8) One-third or the part-time speech teachers in the 
junior colleges have had no colle8e speech training. 
weaknesses in the speech programs or the aohools no 
dcubt exist when instructors without a knowled~e or the 
subJeat teaah speech courses and direct speech activi- 
ties. 
(9) All or the tull-t1me teachers or speech and most ot 
the part-time teaohera of apeeoh and most of the part- 
t1me teachers have excellent speech backgrounde, since 
they either majored or minored in speech in college. A 
majority o~ the speech instruotora in the Junior col- 
leges have masters degrees. 
(10) Just a small percenta~e or echools orrer speech 
therapy. More regular speech 1nstruotors give therapy 
than do qualified therapists. These racta show a need 
for more adequate $peeeh correction services and well- 
~ual1t1ed therapists in the Junior colleges, 
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A oonlparison of the results or ttds study with previous 
studies shows that, in most areas or speech, the speech pro- 
grams in the public Junior colleges or the United States has 
been expanded over the last thirty years. 
(1) There has been an increase in the number or separate 
speech departments, but there is still more speech being 
ottered in the English departments than in separate 
speech departments as was true in Mariner•s study made 
1n 1936, and Fox•s study made in 1949. 
(a) There is, however, a smaller percentage or speech 
instruction being offered in the English depart- 
ments and a larger percentage or speech instruction 
being ottered in separate speech departments today 
than the results ot the two previous atudies show. 
(b) There is also more or a tendency tor speech to 
be incorporated into departments other than speech 
and English than there was in the previous atudiea. 
(2) More schools are ottering courses in fundamentals ot 
speech, public speaking, oral interpretation, and radio 
and TV than they were in 1931or1936. It is evident 
that many more speech courses are being offered in the 
Junior colleges today than was true thirty years ago. 
(3) Although the 1940 Committee on Junior College Speech 
Education specified that the Junior colleges should re- 
quire speech fundamentals for all students except those 
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exempted by a speech proficiency test, the public Junicr 
ooll~~es are still far from that goal. Only 23.6 per 
cent or the 110 schools surveyed in th13 study require 
speech for graduation, and only 75.5 per cent of the 
110 schools otter fundamentals or speech. 
(4) The 1940 Committee on Junior Collebe Speech Educa- 
tion also reeoinmended that speech correction should be 
a part or the educational program and that it should 
be done by a qualified correct!oniet, but this recom- 
mendation is not followed in many or the Junior colleges 
today. 
(5) There has seem1nzly been a decrease since the 1936 
study or junior colleges in the nllll'.ber of speech clinics 
owned and operated by Junior colleges, but an increase 
1n the number or schools which have access to speech 
clinics. 
(6) The facts indicate that the maJor1ty or the speech 
instructor~ are well-trnined and c;ual1t1ed to teach 
t:peecll in the Junior college. 
(a) There has teen an increase since 1931 in the 
percentage or Ph.D. degrees round among the speech 
tenchera or the Junior colleges. 
(b) Since 1931 there hae been, however, a decrease 
1n the percentage ot speech instructors in the 
junior colle~es with both bachelors end maaters degrees. 
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(c) In every study except rJ.3.riner•e in 1936 there 
have been more speech teachers in the junior col- 
leges with masters degrees than with any other degree. 
(7) There has been a 52.3 per cent increase 1n the 
number or Junior colleges with co-curricular speech in 
the past twenty-rive years since Mar1ner•s 1936 etudy. 
(8) Both in this study and Mariner's 1936 study the 
produot1on ot one-act and full-length plays was tound 
to be the most prevalent type ot non-competitive oo- 
curr1cular event related to speech. 
(9) There has been a decrease of 7.9 per cent in the 
1nter-sohool pro6rams in the Junior colleges since 1936. 
(10) Many or the weaknesses round in the speech programs 
such as an insufficient bUdget. an inadequate teaching 
staff, limited equipment, and lack or time and money 
are the same today as they were thirty years~o. 
(11) In 1956 Ben Padrow spent six months traveling 
through the state or ca11rorn1a interviewing junior 
college speech administrators and educational officials 
in order to study the speech education in the California 
Junior colleges. It is worth noting that many of the 
results of the present study are the same as those 
round by Padrow who travelled extensively and gathered 
his information rrom numerous interviews. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Because the ability to speak effectively is so 1ntru- 
mental to the future security of our democratic nat.Lon, and 
so vital to the individual citizen; and because the student 
enrollment in the junior colleges is increasing rapidly every 
year,, it would seem that in view or the results of the 
preuent survey· some or the followinz recomcndations for the 
l strengtheninG or the junior college speech program should 
be ms.de. 
(1) The aim of speeoh education 1n the junior collezes, 
despite their enrollment and general objectives, should be 
to provide service courses in speech for the average junior 
college student, and to offer some courses in other areas 
euch as drama and debate for the more talented at'Udents. 
(2) At leant one course in fundamentals or speech should be 
required cf every student 1n every jun!or colle$e. 
(a) The colleges which stress terminal education 
should eepec1ally strive to fulfill the speech needs 
or their students, tor these students :rr..a!r have no 
opportunity to further their schooling. 
l Since the public Junior colleges are representative 
or the American Junior colleges, the recorranendat1ons concern 
all t~rpe3 or junior colleees. 
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(b} The smaller schools, which at present stress drama 
and interpretation more than other speech courses, need 
to orrer more basic speech courses such as t'undamentala 
and public speaking to their students. 
(3) More Junior colleges need to form a separate speech 
department in order to facilitate the administration and 
development of speech education. 
(4) To be assured or a well-handled creative speech program, 
junior college administrators should continue to require that 
the 1nstruotor assigned to speech education has had preferably 
a college speech major, and at least a speech minor. 
(5) students with both major and minor speech defects should 
be afforded more of an opportunity for speech correction in 
the Junior colleges. More Junior colleges need to take 
advantage of nearby speech clinics and therapists. Whenever 
1t is possible, the college should employ a full-time or 
part-time qualified speech correct1on1st. 
(6) In those junior colleges where interest in speech needs 
to be built, a competitive inter-school forensics program 
would be helpt'ul in gaining student interest. Since debating 
is a neglected activity in the Junior college or today, an 
ettort should be made to provide many opportunities tor 
oompet1t1ve inter-school debating. 
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(7) The Junior college speech administrators should continue 
to offer a strong drama program. In the schools where ·drama 
is not offered an effort should be made to include it in the 
speech program. 
(8) It is suggested that periodic studies ot the speech 
program or the junior college be undertaken to assess 1t8 
adequacy and to recommend improvement. 
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COPY OP DOUBLE POSTCAROO SENT TO 
PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGE ADMINISTRATORS 
De3r Sira 
Aa a graduate student at the University or 
Nebraska, I am making a survey or the status ot the speech curricula in the Junior colleges or the United States. 
In order tor me to do this I should appreciate your ans~ers to the questions on the attached 
postcard which you may return to me at your earliest convenience. I should also like to request one of your 
college catalogs which lists available course 
worlc. Thia should be gent to 2827 M. Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Mrs. A. J. K1tzelman 
name of college --------------- 
1. Does your college offer any speech courses? 
Yes No --- 
2. If you do have a speech course or courses, what 
is the name and address of the instructor or administrator with whom I might correspond regarding the course or courses? 
Nume Addre~s~s--~~------------~------~----- 
3. Total enrollment ot your school ------- 4. Are you sending me one ot your college catalogs? 
Yea No --- 
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DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH AND DRAMATIC ARTS University or Nebraska L1nooln, Nebraska 
May 10, 1960 
Dear Sirs 
At the University ot Nebraska in the Department ot Speech 
and Dramatic Arts we are making a survey or the status or speech in over two hundred two-year colleges in the United States. 
Your name has been given to me as the person with whom 
I might communicate concerning the atatus ot speech in your college. The enclosed questionnaire has been constructed with care so that I may secure a maximum ot information with a minimum or ertort on your part. A study or this kind would be impossible without the direct information which you and others in positions similar to yours can supply. Needless to say we will greatly appreciate your help. I am hoping that the results or this survey will be enlightening not only to us but to those in the speech t1eld elsewhere. 
The results or the survey will be either published or made available in mimeographed torm to all who request a re- port on the findings. It you wish a copy ot the results, please so indicate on the questionnaire. 
I hope that you will rind time to reply soon. A selt- addressed stamped envelope is enclosed tor your convenience. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely yours, 
Mrs. A. J. Kitzelman Graduate Assistant in Speech University of Nebraska Lincoln, Nebraska 
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PUBLIC TWO-YEAR COLLEGE SPEECH SURVEY 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Name or the two-year college-------------- 
2. Location (city and state) -----------------~--------- 3. Name of the person reporting P_os1t1on _ 
4. What ia the approximate number or regular full-time stUdenta enrolled in the college during the academic year? ---- 5. Are you on a quarter system? Semester eystem? 
Other (specify) --- ---- 
6. Please rank the following objectives in the order or their importance at your college: 
a. Terminal education b. College preparatory ____ 
ORGANIZATION 
1. Do you have a separately organized speech department? 
Is epeech a part ot the English department? A par:rt-- of another department (name) --------------------------- 
c. Vocational education d. General education --- 
2. If speech is a part of another department, 1s it taughts 
In separate courses? As part or an English course? As part or another course (name) - 
3. Is speech required or!!.!, students for graduation? If 
so how many semester hours are required? It no'£"l'iequ1red or all students is it required or some? (state whom) 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
Please list the epeeoh courses offered and the text used in each course. If the courses you otter are not listed please write them in. If you do not offer the following 88 separate courses indicate 1n the proper column if they are 
offered as units of instruction within another course. 
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Name or course 
Approx. No.sem.yearly 
credit enroll- hours ment Text Title---- Author 
Unit In another 
1. Fundamentals or Spee oh 
2. Voice and Diction 
3. Listening 
4. Phonetics 
5. Oral Interpretation 
6. Oral English 
1. Public Speaking 
8. Business Speaking 
9. Disoussion 
10. Debate 
11. ~rsua sion 
12. Ao ting 
13. flay Direction 
14. Theatre Workshop 
15. Stageorart 
16. Lighting 
17. Make-up 
IS. History or the Theatre 
19. Radio Production 
20. TV Production 
21. Radio & TV Broadcasting 
22. Speech Correction 
~i: 
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MATERIA~ AND EQUIPMENT Please place an (X) atter each piece or equipment which 
is at the disposal or and is used by teachers and students or 
speech. Ir you have pieces ot equipment which are not listed 
please write them in. 
No. of pieces 
: g· ~ape ecotger : • re eco er 
l • tecor S fi· rono~raph 
~· ~Isc Recorder :ub!ic Addresu System : 
!~· ~fim ~roJecpor 
: 
16. Variable toudnees Indicator 15. Art!culat1on4Joi'd tlst iZ: Var!a£1e Pitch Indicator 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
1. Do you offer speech correction to students cutD1de or the regularly scheduled classes? _ 
By a full time school employed speech therapist? 
By a part time therapist? ---- 
Dy a regular speech instructor? By a school payoholo- 
gi~t? Other (indicate)--------------- 
2. Does your school have access to a sp~ech clinic? Is it owned and operated by your school? Is it ownea-i'nd operated by some other agency (specify}? ----------------- SP EEC H FACULTY 
1. How many teachers devote full time to speech work? 
Part time? --- 
2 • .1Iow.::~n1c·c.reditlhours per "·eek const1 tute a full teaching 
load in speech? _ 
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3. How many or the tull time teachers have a college speech major? How many or the part time teachers have a major in speech?. _ 
4. How many or the tull time teachers have a college speech minor? How many or the part time teachers have a minor in speeoh? --- 5. How many or both tull and part time speech teachers hold 
a Bachelors degree? A Masters degreet A Doctoral degree? _ 
CO-CURRICULAR SPEECH AcrIVITIF.S 
co-curricular activities refer to only those activities which exist outside or the regular classroom activities. 
1. Does your school provide co-curricular speech activities' 
2. Do your speech people sponsor and/or participate 1n dis- cussions and rorums tor the benet1t or the community and surrounding areast (underline which) ----------~------ 3. Do you have a Speaker•s Bureau?_. _ 
4. How many school plays are produced each year. Longer? _ 
5. Do you produce radio and/or TV programs through local broadcasting racil1t1es? (underline which) ___ 
One act? - 
6. How many instructors supervise or direct co-curricular speech activities? _ 
7. On the average how many hours per week does a faculty member devote to co-curricular speech act1v1t1es per week? 
8. Approximately what is the average yearly budget tor co- ourricular speech activities? ------ r 
9. Does the speech division consider this amount adequate? 
10. What is the source ot funds tor co-curricular speeoh activities? (check) a. School budget? b. Fees paid by participants? c. Student activity tees paid by all students? d~ontr1but1ons? e. Earnings from plays and concessions? t. Other (Descrr15'e) --- -------------------- 
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11. Please indicate the following contest activities 1n which your students participate and the nature or the part1o1- pat1on by completing the table below. It there are activities in wh1oh your school participates that are not 1nd1oated below please add them to the list. This list refers to COMPETITIVE events only. 
FORENSIC I. vel5ate ~. !Hscussion 
i: ~€~Ina! Crator~ :::emEoraneous -Eeeon 5. Raaro S!eecn 6. ~rter lJnner S~ealCin~ 
~: ~Ero~iI SEea In~ : ==~Is-a'::ve Xssem-Il 
• 
• 
DRAl"m XND IN'I'Em'RETlt'l'IOR I. Cne llc£ Plats ~. Poe£r~ Ilea(! ng 
i: : ;roseRea1ln5 Ial eaa nez 5. Dramaiic :Deciama~Ion s . Htunorous Diciama~Ion 
• 
• 
EVALUATION 
Engaged Nwnber Approx. no. Is thla a in or ot students popular within meets part1c1pat- activity? school w1th 1ng yearly other 
scmols 
1. would you please indicate what you consider to be the chief strengths of your speeoh programs a·------~--~--~--~--------------~~------------ b •. _ 
c·------------------------------------------------------ d·---------------------------------~--------- 
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2. Would you please indicate what you consider to be the chief weaknesses or your speech program. a•·----~--~--~--~~------~----~----------~-------------- 
b •. __ ~~~----------------------------~~~--~-------------- c•·--~~--~--~----------------------~---------------------- d. ~--~----~----~----~~~--~----------~~-------- 
3. Additional comments. (Use other side if necessary) 
Would you like a summary or the results of this survey sent to you? Yes No _ 
